We were all under the impression that Davenport was actually at the wheel...
1,000 CHANGES IN THE BOOKS - !!!

This is a reprint of a 1984 PUBLICATION - to show that we DID NOT HAVE TO CHANGE A YEAR. That what some SCOFFED at - now are FORCED TO ADMIT - we were "RIGHT!" Then perhaps we are STILL RIGHT - !!!

In our UNDERSTANDING of the HOLY WRITINGS as to what is coming NEXT - !!! As we enter the FINAL SCENES in the GREAT DRAMA OF LIFE and PROBATION. DOES TIME GO ON "AS USUAL!" or are we OVERDUE for a "TIME OF TROUBLE SUCH AS WAS NOT SINCE THERE WAS A NATION - ???" Are we on the BORDERS of PROPHETIC "TIME" COMING TO A FLAMING END?

IN THE "SHAKING" CHAPTER IN EW 269 to 273 -

there are TOO MANY CHANGES - THINGS LEFT OUT - CHANGED AROUND - we could not UNDERSTAND it in 1,000 YEARS! We can barely UNDERSTAND it from the ORIGINAL "R&H ARTICLES" Book 1, page 32. Or from "TESTIMONIES TO THE CHURCH" Book 1, page 179 to 184 with INVALUABLE "FOOTNOTES!" and FOLLOWED by "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" Chapter. Which belongs "WITH" the "SHAKING" (SEALING!) Chapter.

IN THE "SHAKING" CHAPTER -

We start off with "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" Were we meant to UNDERSTAND this by CUTTING THIS OUT of EW 269 - ??? WHY WAS IT CUT OUT - ??? Because a page or two on we come to a: "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to some "DOUBLEMINDED" - "LAODICEANS!" who have the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" (1959) NOTION of the growing "STANDISH CONSORTIUM" (1992) CONFEDERACY OF EVIL who AVOW in spite of the RAPIDLY GROWING EVIDENCE of the "OMEGA OF ALL APOSTASY" that "THEY" are going to "GATHER" (AS DID THE "SHEPHERD'S ROD!") going to "GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER!" (INVALUABLE FOOTNOTES TO T1:180) - "EVANGELISM SELF-POWER!" FOR THE LORD PROMISED NO SUCH THING! He has only ONE REMEDY - get "OUT" OF THERE! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" He is NOT in THERE - He knocks from the OUTSIDE! So how do they find Him "IN" THERE - ???

[Continued On Inside Back Cover]
1,000 CHANGES IN THE BOOKS

You would be surprised how many CHURCH MEMBERS, after all the excitement, are still unaware that anything is HAPPENING. Depending what part of the World they are living in - and whether or not they have an OLD FASHIONED MINISTER (or tries to be that kind) - that stirs NOTHING! Perfectly satisfied with the Status Quo - piles on the "BLESSDED ASSURANCES" - the Soothsaying - "All is well!" Partly due to a misreading of the FIRST CHANGE they made in the MANMADE BOOK - called: "TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS." A FAKE if there ever was one.

"HEALTH RESEARCH," Mokelumne Hill, California in 1958 -reprinted what BACHAND told him to call it: "SPECIAL TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS AND WORKERS" leaving out two critical chapters - that controversial ERSATZ "TITHE" statement. THE CORRECT TITLE is "SERIES A" - is obtainable from "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" P.O. BOX 440, Payson, AZ 85541. (With the missing TITHE statement complete.)

YOU SEE - OUR TROUBLE IS:

If we so much as MENTION a point like this - we will receive a BLIZZARD of inquiries - unless we PAUSE - and DOCUMENT what we just said. Even BEFORE we deal with the FIRST CHANGE - in your TM. The VERY FIRST WORDS are TABOO.

TITHE

Since we mentioned "TITHE" - we will have to deal with that FIRST. WE have all heard - OVER and OVER again -
that "MRS. WHITE SAID" - to pay TITHE - no matter WHAT
they do with it - that is not your Sin. Just goes to
show you how CROOKED some of these Ministers are - who
Saw the ORIGINAL in the VAULTS - but would not say a
peep - preferred to be: "DUMB DOGS that would not
BARK" - adding SIN to SIN - by being evasive - and
REPEATING what the WHITE ESTATE released - knowing
full well - it is NOT the Truth.

SERIES "A" - No. 1, COLUMN 27

Page 23. (Also in a tiny booklet p.21) - UNDERLINED
WORDS LEFT OUT: "If the Conference business is not
managed according to the order of the Lord, that is
the sin of the erring ones. The Lord will not hold
you responsible for it, if you do what you can to
correct the evil. But do not commit sin yourself by
withholding from God..."

DID YOU DO WHAT YOU COULD TO CORRECT THE EVIL - ???
WHEN THEY GAVE IT TO DAVENPORT -
WERE THEY GIVING IT TO GOD?

MORE TITHE

Since the Adventist Ministry is so sensitive to TITHE
- and we are involved in the question of CHANGES in
the Books - we should also look into HUGE AREAS LEFT
OUT - MIXED UP - WORDS ADDED - CHANGED - from ORIGINAL
SERIES "A" - pages 181 to 185 - do your own CHECKING
with your TM 362-363, back to 361, even to 360, then
JUMP to 367, back to 361.

She wrote in the ORIGINAL - the highhanded manner of
wielder of "POSITION" as though "POSITION" made them
"GODS" - "...makes me AFRAID, and ought to cause FEAR.
It is a CURSE...a DISGUST...INSUBORDINATION will
RESULT. The people are learning that men in high
positions of authority CANNOT-BE-TRUSTED...They are
following in the track of ROMANTISM." Series A:181.
(See your book - TM 362, 363, 361.)

"THE LORD has made us INDIVIDUALLY his STEWARDS. We
each hold a solemn RESPONSIBILITY to invest this MEANS
ourselves. A portion (in 1895) it is right to place in the TREASURY to advance the general interests of the work; (in 1895 as long as it was the "WORK!" and NOT yet the "OMEGA" of Apostasy!)

"...but the STEWARD of MEANS will not be guiltless before God, unless, so far as he is able to do this, he shall use that MEANS as CIRCUMSTANCES shall reveal the necessity. We should be ready to help the suffering, and to set in operation PLANS to advance the TRUTH in various ways. It is not in the province of the CONFERENCE or any other ORGANIZATION to relieve us of this STEWARDSHIP. If you lack wisdom, go to God; ASK HIM FOR YOURSELF, and then work with an eye single to His Glory.

"By exercising YOUR judgment, by giving where YOU see there is need in any line of the Work, YOU are putting out YOUR MONEY to the exchangers...you are made RESPONSIBLE...or any Council of men whether YOU shall use YOUR MEANS as YOU see fit to advance the Work of God in destitute towns and cities, and impoverished localities...We are NOT to bargain away our STEWARDSHIP...It is the duty of every one to realize his own responsibility, and to see his talents are turned to advantage as a GIFT that he must return, having done his BEST to IMPROVE it...a consecrated GIFT that will be as fragrant INCENSE before Him, a savor of Life unto Life." ORIGINAL SERIES "A" - 185-6. 1895.

Now check YOUR MIXED-UP BOOK to see what it says - TM 361, 362. "...the souls for whom Christ has given His life to FREE from the bondage of Satan, are brought under bondage to him in another form." Series A:185.

Watch them SQUIRM to try to explain THIS!

TM 15

This is the FIRST thing printed in the MANMADE ERSATZ "TESTIMONY TO MINISTERS." The ORIGINAL SERIES "A" or
the HEALTH RESEARCH 1958 EDITION: "SPECIAL TM" - this Testimony is shown on page 143.

They claim this is from MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA - December 23, 1892. SERIES "A" 143 appears to be from "SUNNYSIDE" - COORANBONG, N.S.W. May 30, 1896.

Then we have ARA ("AUSTRALIAN RECORD ARTICLES" from "LEAVES.") ARA 432. May 27, 1912. And what appears to be the REAL ORIGINAL - RH 2:263. Dec. 11, 1888.

NONE

NONE (except the FAKE in TM 15) - NONE are featured at the Masthead of any Article - as is this one. ALL THE OTHERS - are slipped in as a PART of an article.

NO PROPHET OF GOD ever throws his arms around a body of Believers, like this one does - speaking in such ENDEARING TERMS: "Dear Brethren of the General Conference: I testify to by Brethren and Sisters..." TM 15.

THAT is OUT! She NEVER talked like that - no Prophet of God ever talked like that. Show us WHERE - ??? To throw her arms around these: "DEAR BRETHREN!" - right after the REBELLION of 1888 - and GUSH over them like that - that is what they would LIKE to see the Prophet DO - like the JEWS in OLD JERUSALEM wanted Christ to do. So they build up an IMAGINARY PROPHET - an IDOL - a SCARECROW - and bow down and worship it. And the leaders of the church point to their own IMAGE - NO MATTER HOW: "...DEFECTIVE!" - they may: "BE" - and like NEBUCHADNEZZAR - "FULL OF FURY!" PK 508. Made the furnace: "7 TIMES HOTTER" but there were some: "SHADRACH, MESSECH, and ABEDNEGO" - who would not bow down to the Golden Image. PK 508-513. And in the closing days of this earth's history, we also are to stand: "UNMOVED!" by those who set up the IMAGE to the BEAST. "So APOSTASY in the CHURCH, will prepare the way for the IMAGE of the BEAST?" GC 444.

Apparently then, it does matter just a teeny bit - how: "DEFECTIVE!" they may BE! And there will be some, who will have NO INTENTION to bow down to their "IMAGE!"
THEY RAKE THESE VARIOUS VERSIONS -

(all different!) - of how DEFECTIVE they try to make themselves - and hand this to God before His Throne - for Him to PARDON and OBEY. And so they fixed up the book - the way "THEY" wanted it. Yet, there will 3 Worthies - who will refuse to bow - no matter how "GOLDEN" it may APPEAR in their eyes. For did we not find - LONG AGO - that Laodicea is "BLIND!" BLIND to their own faults and sins - and so they use this COVER UP.

HOW MUCH GOOD -

would it be to just LIST the "CHANGES" - without EXPLAINING it as we go along? PK 392 - HOLY WRITINGS: 
"...for many years had been strangely MISPLACED and LOST." PK 392. RH 6:507. What good did that do - as long as in our day also, when $300.00 worth of ORIGINAL BOOKS have been: "FOUND" - and REPRINTED - and who quotes them? Who cares? The ELITE of the Adventist Church - who ONLY are allowed to write in: "SPECTRUM" Magazine - one "SCHOLAR" after the other ready to TEAR DOWN Ellen White on account of the CRAZY "HISTORICAL" records in there - NOT-ONE-OF-THEM (not that we noticed - NOT ONE!) - ever quoted the 1884 ORIGINAL - in which these CRAZY HISTORICAL RECORDS are found - MISSING - !!! So if we wait for these wonderful "SCHOLARS" to discover the truth - our beard will grow down to our knees. DA 141. COL 79.

NO!

Even the bible - "ALONE!" is no good. It takes two other things: (1) The lord sends: "MESSENGERS." We get NOWHERE with the bible - "ALONE!" Those who follow FROOM - end up where he ended up - in the camp of the enemy. They go by BABYLON "ALONE!" Where are FORD and BRINSMEAD - NOW?

EZRA

So way over in PK 662 - (from 392 to 662) - we find - 6 -
Ezra reading from the Book of the Law — "...and gave the sense!" PK 662. What do we have here? Two or three versions of TM 15? What good are they IF NO ONE USES THE ORIGINAL? Let them paw through the books and CHANGE them and we accept the CHANGES? Or do we want the ORIGINAL — "...strangely misplaced and LOST!" PK 392.

If we show (like some want us to do) — show "ALL" the changes — we would do NOTHING ELSE from here on out. So we have NOT written a book to show "ALL" the CHANGES — nor do we intend to. We want to get you STARTED — so you can find YOUR OWN. How many have READ the ORIGINAL BOOKS — and end up — NEVER QUOTING THEM! Why? Because they see no DIFFERENCE? or because they are DEADLY AFRAID of how much HOT WATER they would be in — if they once START!

SPIRITUAL RESTORATION

of which the: "RETURNED EXILES, under the leadership of ZERUBBABEL, EZRA, and NEHEMIAH, presents a picture of a work of SPIRITUAL RESTORATION that is to be wrought in the CLOSING DAYS of this earth's history. The REMNANT of Israel were a FEEBLE people...a people ...seeking to RESTORE the PRINCIPLES that are the FOUNDATION..." PK 677-8.

It is the "OMEGA" that built a "WORTHLESS FOUNDATION" on the "SAND." That the "REMNANT" will "RESTORE!" SM 1:205. Will you be one? Will I?

THE ORIGINAL

There is no way of "RESTORING" the "ORIGINAL" unless we go TO the original. That was R&H DEC. 11, 1888. 2:263. "The Church of Christ is the only object on the earth upon which He bestows His supreme regard; yet it has grown feeble and inefficient through selfishness...His Church...are members of His MYSTICAL BODY."

Some of what we find on this page we trace to TM 15, 18, 76, 96-7.
1912 — "The Church is God's fortress, His city of refuge, which He holds in a revolted world. Any betrayal of the Church is treachery to Him...From the beginning, faithful souls have constituted the Church on Earth...

"During ages of spiritual darkness, the Church of God has been as a city set on a hill. From age to age, through successive generations, the pure doctrines of Heaven have been unfolding within its borders. Enfeebled and defective as it may appear the Churc is the one object upon which God bestows in a special sense His supreme regard." AustraliAn Record Articles. ARA 432. May 27, 1912.

Some of this page can be found in TM 15. AA 11, 12.

1892 or 1896: "The Church of Christ, enfeebled, defective as she may appear...Christ speaks of the Church over which Satan presides, as the Synagogue of Satan. Its members are the children of disobedience. They are those who love to sin, and choose to sin, always laboring to make void the Law of God, which is holy, just, and good. It is Satan's work to mingle evil with good; and to confuse the distinction between good and evil. Christ would have a Church that labors to separate the evil from the good, whose members will not knowingly tolerate wrongdoing, but will expel it from their own hearts and lives..."

Original Series "A" p. 143.

"Defective as it May Be."

The word: "BE" is only used ONE PLACE — in the Counterfeit in your TM 15. All other versions instead of "BE" — it should be: "APPEAR!" She may appear in the eyes of the men and devils — but she in no way will "BE" that way.

Parts of the Original can also be found SCATTERED in or from: RH 4:243. Dec. 4, 1900. See also RH 4:199. July 10, 1900.

Those who do not care how "Defective" they may "BE"
belong to the next page - TM 16. That is the BIG ONE. "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN." TM 16. MB 94-5. SM 2:107, 110. PHILADELPHIA will have to meet them. Rev. 3:9.

"1,000 CHANGES IN THE BOOKS" - Publication #581 - March 7, 1984 - was set aside for March 23rd to 25th MEETINGS in SACRAMENTO, Calif. and


FIRST PRIORITY

was given to "THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE" - #(5) - which is about HALF READY - waiting for ANN DeMICHAEL'S last Word. And also - we had to Print:

"SACRAMENTO #(2)" - Publication #586 - June 23, 1984. Covering the SECOND 1984 SACRAMENTO MEETINGS - at this date ready to COLLATE (put together) - but hung up waiting for a PRINTING PLATE - also one week's work on the WELL - hardly wanted to start on this paper because we must do SEVERAL WEEKS WORK to button up for the WINTER - HOUSE PAINTING - CLOSING THE WINDOWS - do some more work on the CABIN - MINING - but I took care of all the letters to this date -

AUGUST 26, 1984

so I start again on this paper - which may not deal much on "1,000 CHANGES!" - but what we consider - MORE IMPORTANT ITEMS - as the scroll unrolls. WE-MUST-WARN -YOU - !!!

THE DEVIL

is keeping Adventists busy with "FEAR!" - the "DANGER" of "SUNDAY LAWS" - a good SCARE ITEM causing people to HUDDLE CLOSER into that ADVENTIST CHURCH - for is this not an island of safety for the coming "STORM?" So the DEVIL is: "...trying his EVERY ART to HOLD THEM WHERE-THEY-WERE, until the SEALING was PAST - until the COVERING was DRAWN over God's People, and they "LEFT" without a shelter from the BURNING WRATH of God, in the seven last plagues." EW 44.
FEAR OF SUNDAY LAWS

or "CONCENTRATION CAMPS" in Canada or over 20 by Reagan Directive in USA - (Stopped by Congress) - all these false alarms - only bring in millions of $'s to the "Priests" and "Rulers" of this Jerusalem - the "Fear" of the "Romans Are Coming!" - huddle ever so tightly into the "Holy City" when the true disciples seeing the "Signs" - are "Fleeing Out!" NOT ONE that flees "Out!" - will lose their lives! While those who reject this "Last Message!" - will find:

"What a lesson is this to men holding positions of responsibility today in the Church of God!...There are limits ("Love Unlimited?") limits beyond which the judgments of Jehovah (not "Yahweh!") Jehovah can no longer be delayed. The desolation of Jerusalem in the days of Jeremiah is a solemn warning to modern Israel, that the counsels and admonitions given them through chosen instrumentalities cannot-be-disregarded with impunity!" PK 416-7. T8:67. RH A4:341-2. T4:167. DA 232. GC 36. T1:190. T5:211.

INCARNATION

SOP 2 and 3 and "Signs of the Times" Book 4 - are the "Incarnation" books. Get the thrill of your life - to read those books. I am now reading SOP Book 4.

1884 GC

I read this book before going to Sacramento Meetings #2 - and now reading it again. To get the definition of "Church."

(1) The Jews that accepted Christ - were called: "Early!" Church. 1884 GC 39, 50. "Apostolic" Church. p. 39.

(2) The Jewish Synagogue was called: "Church." 1884 GC 238.

(3) When the Early Church sold out to "Paganism" - 1884 GC 46 that the true "Church" had to: "Resist"
and "EXPOSE!" 1884 GC 47. "THE MYSTERY OF
INIQUITY" began to "CREEP" into "THE CHURCH!"
1884 GC 51. "PAGAN PRIESTS and RULERS...human
THEORIES and TRADITIONS...CONSTANTINE...the
WORLD...walked INTO the CHURCH." 1884 GC 52.
"God has never given a HINT in His Word that He
has appointed ANY MAN to be the "HEAD" of His
CHURCH." 1884 GC 53.

(4) It is interesting to note that the "ROMANISTS"
brought the charge of: "HERESY" for "WILLFUL SEPA-
RATION" by the "PROTESTANTS" from the "TRUE
CHURCH." There we now have, I used to say: "TWO
CHURCHES." That is not true. That is: "THREE
CHURCHES!" (1) The Jewish CHURCH. (2) The ROMISH
CHURCH. (3) The Protestant CHURCH.

(5) ADVENTISTS of today are: "FOLLOWING in the TRACK
of ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:181. DA 618. WHAT DID
ROMANISTS DO? "ANCIENT WRITINGS were FORGED by
MONKS." 1884 GC 59. ADVENTIST "MONKS" have done
the SAME! 1883. Those who say it does not matter
- are the: "CONSERVATIVE CLASS." See what
happens to THEM[!] T5:463. (Since so FEW will do
that - we must spell it OUT:) "WILL RENOUNCEx THE
FAITH!" "THESE APOSTATES!" They will take us to
(COURT) - we will then be: "PERHAPS SEPARATELY
and ALONE!" (Is that a SIN?) T5:463, 77, 81, 136,
450, 526. EW 105, 120. SM 2:385. GC 395, 394,
289. T6:133, 400. T1:470,214-6. T2:442, 620,
AA 405. RH A4:361, 80. A1:405. PK 677. TM 300,
514. TM 300, 514. PK 188.

(6) WHAT PREACHER OF TODAY - in or out of the Church -
will tell you ADVENTISTS will TAKE US TO LAW!
They will go to the CATHOLICS to find out HOW TO
DO IT! MAGEN and SPAULDING p.1, 2. GC 443-5,
606-8. WHO-WILL-PREACH-THAT? Or is that NOT PART
of the Third Angel's Message? That they will not be NEUTRAL
as they were in 1889 - right after
1888. T5:711-8 that takes us right through the
SEALING TIME! And now in 1983-4 they intend to
"JOIN" an ECUMENICAL UNION and VANCE FERRELL in
his latest papers said they HAVE JOINED!

"THE HUNGARIAN CRISIS."

Pilgrim's Rest, Beersheba Springs. TN 37309. Why do
you have to tell these people the money you send them is TITHE? Is TITHE not for those who preach the Word of God? Are Adventists giving the "LAST MESSAGE?"
Who said do? — FROOM?

UNITE!

"UNITY!" has become an OBSESSION with them. So much so that you will find the word: "UNITE!" One sentence tells all: "By UNITING with the WORLD." GC 608. 1884 GC 426. "They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER BRETHREN!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608.

FORMER BRETHREN

Since these are clearly two CLASSES - which one is the BIG ONE? If you ask FROOM-WILSON in their JOINT 1971 BOOK - they tell you from BEGINNING to END in that book - they have, and never will have - any use for any: "MINORITY VIEW!" They will only go along with: "MAJORITY VIEW!"

HAMMILL (Retired.)

The one who said we should not preach any more on the "MOST HOLY PLACE" - because we do not know the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the MOST HOLY PLACE - therefore we should DROP IT! Shows his COLOSSAL IGNORANCE by stepping out of his coffin to now tell us: "If any new teaching is to be accepted, it must be by CONSENSUS (MAJORITY!) of believers in the community. Some have objected that this is tantamount to saying that the MAJORITY is RIGHT. Such persons overlook the fact that the alternative would be that the MINORITY IS RIGHT. THIS—WE—CANNOT—ACCEPT!" RICHARD HAMMILL — a Voice from the Grave. R&H January 13, 1983; p. 8.

THIS WE CANNOT ACCEPT!

"Soon God's people will be TESTED by fiery trials, and the GREAT PROPORTION...will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPOSERS...to
stand in **DEFENSE** of **TRUTH** and **RIGHTEOUSNESS** when the **MAJORITY** forsake us, to **FIGHT** the **BATTLES** of the Lord when **CHAMPIONS** are **FEW**—**THIS**—**WILL**—**BE**—**OUR**—**TEST**!" (No! We cannot possibly believe that any more!) T5:136, 463, 536. **EV. 361. T1:608. T2:130. RH A1:297. A5:245. Brisbin 11.

**THIS WE CANNOT ACCEPT!**

"As the **STORM** **APPROACHES,** (not here yet) a **LARGE CLASS**... **ABANDON** their position, and take **REFUGE** under the **BANNER** of the **POWERS** of **DARKNESS**. By **UNITING** with the **WORLD** and partaking of its **SPIRIT,** they come to view matters in nearly the **SAME** light, and when the **TEST** is brought, they are **PREPARED** to **CHOOSE** the **EASY POPULAR SIDE.**" 1884 GC 426. Your GC 608.

**DID YOU NOTICE?**

Did you put it **TOGETHER?** Nearly the same "**LIGHT**" and "**SPIRIT**!" as "**THE WORLD!**" THIS—IS—THE—PREDICTION! And what is the **FULFILLMENT** of that **DIVINE PREDICTION?** That this "**CHURCH**" is going through — anyway? Or would that be another "**CHURCH?**" And it is the "**SYNAGOGUE**" of **TM 16** and Rev. 3:9 that will "**WORSHIP**" at the **FEET** of the **SAINTS** — when they realize that they are not "**SAVED!**" — but **LOST.** When the **SAINTS** have **POWER** to **STOP** the **WICKED HORDES** in their **TRACKS**—"**THEN** it was that the **SYNAGOGUE of SATAN** knew that God has loved us... **and they worshipped at our feet.**" **EW 15.** "They were those who had **ONCE** kept the **SABBATH** — and had given it up... they were **WEIGHED in the BALANCES** and found **WANTING!"** **EW 37.**

**IN THE BALANCES**

"In the Balances of the **SANCTUARY** the Seventh-day Adventist "**CHURCH**" will be **WEIGHED. SHE—WILL—BE—JUDGED...IF...IF...**(she will NOT) — do the "**WORK**"... on **HER** will be pronounced the **SENTENCE:** "**FOUND WANTING!"** T6:247. **MM 151, 164.**

**THE WARNING IS:**
"The WORLD must not be introduced into the CHURCH, and MARRIED to the CHURCH, forming a bond of UNITY. Through this means the CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT, and as stated in REVELATION, (I am SURE this will NOT be studied in ANY "ADVENTIST" Revelation Class in 1984!) THE CHURCH, WILL BECOME..."a cage of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265. RH A3:233.

AND MORE!

"In the CLOSING work of God in the EARTH (This gives you the SAME TIME as some other references already given)...in the HOUR of GREATEST PERIL, the God of Elijah will...bear a MESSAGE that will NOT be SILENCED. (They SILENCED many messages but not this one!...)...the Voice of stern REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will MEN of GOD'S APPOINTMENT DENOUNCE - DENOUNCE - DENOUNCE - the UNION of the "CHURCH" with the "WORLD" - "...for the HOUR of His JUDGMENT has come." PK 187. RH A6:382. T3:452,259. SOP 4:49, 74, 341. T76:16, 27. SOP 3:436,57. T9:137. GC 46, 426.

"AND THE HIRELING PRIESTS...

...are led to worship at the feet of the Saints, and to ACKNOWLEDGE...(to acknowledge WHAT? That the "NEW THEOLOGY" from FROOM-RICHARDS-WILSON-VENDEN-HEPPENSTALL-FORD-BRINSMHEAD - and other BUMS! who say the LAW cannot be kept!) - ...and to ACKNOWLEDGE that God has LOVED THEM BECAUSE...(BECAUSE WHAT? BECAUSE...) ...BECAUSE they HELD FAST the TRUTH and KEPT - and KEPT - God's COMMANDMENTS, and until ALL the UNRIGHTEOUS ones are DESTROYED from the Earth." EW 124. WTF 12. GC 375, 199.

(We would not trade ONE SOP BOOK for all the BOOKS by JONES-WAGGONER-HMSR-FROOM-VENDEN-FORD-BRINSMHEAD - PAST - PRESENT - OR FUTURE!)

CHURCH

CHURCH (1) - the "JEWISH CHURCH." 1884 GC 384.
CHURCH (2) - the JEWS that fled "OUT!" of the "HOLY CITY."

CHURCH (3) - the BIGGER the "CHURCH" - the HARDER they FALL! What "CHURCH" was ever SAVED - as a CHURCH? In the days of NOAH-LOT-JERUSALEM?

CHURCH (4) - the WINE of BABYLON - of ROMANISM - of APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM is OUTLINED. ANY "CHURCH" that follows THEM - is NOT the "CHURCH" of Christ. Has NO RIGHT - to the NAME - "CHRISTIAN." PAGAN HELL-TORMENT - PAGAN SUN-DAY - PAGAN CHRIST-MASS - PAGAN EASTER - PAGAN "SPIRITS"-TONGUES-POWER-MIRACLES-HEALING-EXORCISM - 2 THESS. 2:3-12; 3:6, 14. 1 TIM. 4:1, 2, 15, 16. 2 TIM. 2:14-6, 26; 3:5-7. COL 4:11. T6:427.

CHURCH (5) - ALL OTHER CHURCHES WERE CALLED: "BABYLON" in 1844. 1884 GC 232 to 240.

CHURCH (6) - then THAT "CHURCH" went to SLEEP. THE TARRYING TIME" - (241) - "THE MINISTERS ARE ASLEEP, THE LAY MEMBERS ARE ASLEEP." T8:37. T2:337, 344, 439.

CHURCH (7) - the Lord will take charge of the "WORK" Himself. TM 300, 507. By calling the 11th Hour Men. One hour BEFORE the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" 1884 GC 248.

THE SLEEP OF DEATH!

"SATAN...knows that if they SLEEP a little longer - he is SURE of them, for their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN... If you make no special EFFORT to AROUSE...these GOLDEN MOMENTS will soon pass, and you will be WEIGHED in the BALANCE and found WANTING. THEN your agonizing CRIES will be of NO AVAL...For the TURNING AWAY of the SIMPLE shall SLAY them, and the PROSPERITY of FOOLS shall DESTROY them. But who sohearkeneth unto Me shall dwell SAFELY, and shall be QUIET from FEAR of EVIL." T1:263-4. (SAME - SG 4:61.)

WHAT IS THE REMEDY?

- 15 -
(The 11th Hour Men - will you be one?) "AT MIDNIGHT the CRY is heard, "Behold, the BRIDEGROOM COMETH, go ye OUT to meet Him!" The SLEEPERS - SUDDENLY AWAKENING, spring to their feet. THEY SEE - the "PROCESSION" moving on, BRIGHT with TORCHES and GLAD with MUSIC. They HEAR the VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM (They thought "THEY" were the VOICE of "GOD" - as did the CATHOLICS ALSO! EW 214 to 228.) "THEY HEAR...the VOICE of the BRIDE (They thought "THEY" were the "BRIDE!" - ("THE BRIDE is THE CHURCH!") MH 356. Ev. 318. SM 1:305.)

But they SEE and HEAR - OUTSIDE-OF-THEM! is the REAL and only "CHURCH TRiumphant" and they "JOIN" it - if "WISE" enough! "...and the door was SHUT!" COL 406.

CLEARLY:

There always have been 2 "CHURCHES" in the world at the same time. Tell me when this was not so? RIGHT & WRONG. The End of Time is called the: "HARVEST TIME!" There are 2 "LOUD CRIES!" - there is always 2 of everything: GOD-ORDERS-IT! "SATAN! if you can WIN them - you can HAVE them! I do not want such in My Kingdom."

TWO GATHERING TIMES:

"The looker-on may discern NO DIFFERENCE..."Let BOTH grow together until the HARVEST. THEN - THEN - THEN the Lord sends forth His REAPERS to gather out the TARES and BIND them in BUNDLES to BURN..." TM 234.

BIND THEM

Let us look at this class FIRST. What "BINDS" them? The ANSWER is plain as day. But up to now - NO ONE in CHURCH or REFORM would touch it with a 10-foot pole. NOW VANCE FERRELL IS STARTING TO. He is EXPOSING - what we EXPOSED LONG AGO! But not as well as he is doing it. If he keeps on the way he is - he will be
FORCED to DROP some OTHER "TRADITIONS" of Men, that he is reluctant to do - YET!

He is EXPOSING - BRINSMEAD-FORD-FROOM-WILSON-VENDEN-FRED (WRONG) WRIGHT-SDA ANDREWS GRADUATES INVOLVED WITH "HOLY FLESH" - (REPEATED near the Close of Probation. SM 2:31, 34-38. SM 1:221. Ev. 595. RH 2:85, 120, 233, 245, 254, 609; 1:194.) MIXING with POWER-POX HOLY ROLLERS - TONGUES-EXORCISMS-POSSESSION-DELIVERANCE - the CLEVEREST "SNARE" of Satan is to cast his "SPELL" and NO ADVENTIST MINISTER can shake it loose - and along comes the CHARISMATIC CULT HIGH-PRIEST - and SATAN with a SMIRK - releases his "SPELL!" - "...will then REMOVE the SPELL, leading others to say that those who were SICK - have been MIRACULOUSLY "HEALED!" This SATAN has done AGAIN and AGAIN...SUDDENLY REMOVE from them his SATANIC POWER. They will then be regarded as "HEALED!" These works of apparent "HEALING" will bring Seventh-day Adventists to THE TEST!" SM 2:53. 1884 GC 411. T1:302. TM 411. MM 110. SM 2:50, 54-5, 21, 24, 95-6, 58, 100. RH 4:262, 570. T6:400-1.

NEVER!

NEVER were these references NEEDED - as RIGHT NOW! When "THOUSANDS" of Adventists are SUDDENLY being "POSSESSED" by DEMONS! They ADMIT it THEMSELVES! They are crying out for "HELP!" which in MOST cases may be TOO LATE. SATAN is "GATHERING!" the "TARES!" for the "BURNING!" They SNEERED when WARNED - and trusted their Leaders who LED THEM into the Camp of the Enemy. They CHANGED the BOOKS - but did that CHANGE God's mind? Here is a bit of the HISTORY:

WONDERFUL CHANGES!

THE ORIGINAL: "PROTESTANTISM will yet stretch HER hand across the gulf to grasp the hand of SPIRITUALISM, SHE will reach over the ABYSS to CLASP HANDS with the ROMAN POWER; and under the influence of this THREEFOLD UNION..." 1884 GC 405. (Read on to see how "SPIRITUALISM" will "ENSNARE!"
THE CHANGE: "THE PROTESTANTS of the United States will be FOREMOST in stretching hands across the GULF to GRASP the HAND of SPIRITUALISM; THEY will reach over the ABYSS to CLASP HANDS with the ROMAN POWER; and under the influence of this THREEFOLD UNION..." Your GC 588. (Read on and see how the rest of it has been FUDDLED UP!)

DO YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE? In spite of the fact that ROME has been playing FOOTSY with SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS - it is NOT "THEY" but is "SHE" (APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!) - that will "ASTOUND-THE-BEAST!" with the "MIRACLES" that they will be able to perform "BEFORE HIM!"

THE PLACE OF GREATEST "LIGHT" - will be the PLACE of GREATEST "DARKNESS!"

ANOTHER WONDERFUL CHANGE!

In the effort to HIDE what the Prophet did write about the END of the ADVENTIST CHURCH - this NEVER APPEARED in the REHASHED "TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS" -

"AMERICA, and especially BATTLE CREEK, where the GREATEST "LIGHT" from Heaven has been SHINING upon the people, can become the PLACE of GREATEST PERIL and DARKNESS." Series A:122. 1958 "HEALTH RESEARCH EDITION" - "SPECIAL TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS AND WORKERS."

ANOTHER WONDERFUL CHANGE!

SERIES A:124 and also 312 - LEFT OUT! "ALL that have refused to be taught of God, hold the TRADITIONS of men. They AT LAST pass over on the side of the ENEMY, against God, and are Written: "ANTICHRIST"...find in "ANTICHRIST" the Center of their UNION. While the TWO PARTIES stand in COLLISION, the Lord will appear..." SERIES A:312. LLM 116. MM 133.
"...as we approach the GREAT FINAL TEST. This TEST must come to the CHURCHES (with the "SUNDAY LAW?" No. THAT is the GREAT FINAL TEST - for the WORLD! NOT for ADVENTISTS!)

"This TEST must come to the CHURCHES in connection with TRUE MEDICAL MISSIONARY WORK, a WORK that has the GREAT PHYSICIAN to dictate and preside in all it comprehends..." LLM 62. (WHY is the "TEST" to the SDA and REFORM CHURCHES - 80 of them! Not contingent with "SUNDAY LAW!?" Because BEFORE that time, their PROBATION is OVER - and their FATE is SEALED! The Holy Angels "LEAVE" them!)

STILL MORE CHANGED - LEFT OUT - MUTILATED - NOT WANTED!

Look again at that ORIGINAL 1884 405 reference. TOP of p. 13. EVERY-WORD-IS-IMPORTANT! APOSTATE ADVENTISM OF AMERICA - will UNITE - as FROOM-WILSON said to do in their JOINT BOOK - "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" - 1971. UNITE with the HOLY ROLLER CULT - as they did in 1900 in "HOLY FLESH!" THAT is "SPIRITUALISM!" "SELF-CONFIDENT, FANATICAL MEN...POSSESSED OF EVIL SPIRITS...I call upon EVERY CHURCH to BEWARE!...FEARFUL WAVES OF FANATICISM will COME!" SM 2:47. "FALSE PROPHETS...FALSE DREAMS...FALSE VISIONS...WONDERFUL MIRACLES...BEWARE of all this!" SM 2:49. "UNTIL THE CLOSE OF PROBATION." SM 2:51.

(A) - UNITE with SPIRITISM! Holy Angels LEAVE them to: "The CONTROL of Evil Angels!" T1:187. "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter. SUNDAY LAW? They will "PREPARE the WAY for the IMAGE of the BEAST!" GC 444.

(B) - By TEACHING "IN COMMON" with the other Churches. R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p. 20. They will then have NO POWER but to OBEY their MASTER! And will LEAD OUT in GC 445, 624.

(C) - Then "SHE" will: "REACH OVER THE ABYSS TO CLASP HANDS WITH THE ROMAN POWER..." 1884 GC 405.
"I saw the **Nominal Church** and the **Nominal Adventists**, like Judas, (the small group as well as the big group - would **unite**) like Judas, would betray us to the **Catholics** to obtain their "influence" to come against the truth. The **Saints** will then be an obscure people, **little known** to the [Catholics;] but the **Churches** and **Nominal Adventists...will betray the Saints and [report them to the Catholics]..." Magen and Spaulding p. 1. T6:18. RH 6:302. TM 39. T5:690. T4:246. (Those who are going by: "Traditional Adventism" - and making a big noise about what all the "Catholics" are going to do - are off-the-beam and they are not the ones - "little known to the Catholics!" Their bleating is well known to the Catholics! The people of God are another group!)

They know the Catholics do not come - until the Adventists fetch them! After they lost the spirit-of-God. They will then not even know themselves - what-they-will-do! They are out-of-control! As thousands of them are today. (Did you get "Sacramento #2" - Publication #582, March 29, 1984?) We are not begging anyone to accept this message. If you must be bound with the tares - be bound with the tares! "This is our message...two parties will be developed!" - "One class is ripening as wheat...the other as tares for the fires...How can there be unity...between them. "Know ye not...???" SM 2:114, 127.

"**Know ye not...???**"

"...that the friendship of the World is enmity with God? Whosoever therefore will be a "friend" of the World - is the enemy of God." (James 4:4.) SM 2:127.

"**New friends for the church!**"

"The ADULTERESS shall SURELY be put to DEATH!" Leviticus 20:10.

STAND-IN STOOGE

NEW [FRIENDS] FOR THE CHURCH"...TRADITIONALLY, the Seventh-day Adventist Church has REFRAINED from association with OTHER CHRISTIAN BODIES. The REASON ...is not clearly known, excepting for possible NOTIONS OF SUPERIORITY or concepts about other Churches as being FALSE or "BABYLONIAN."...we are not to remain ALOOF ...Ellen White made it plain... Ev. 562...AN OPPORTUNITY HAS ARISEN IN CANADA to REVERSE the DIRECTION of the CHURCH...On June 20 and 21, 1983, an HISTORIC MEETING was held in OTTAWA consisting of MAJOR LEADERS of a broad spectrum of CANADIAN CHURCHES. I was there to represent the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Some of the FINEST CHRISTIAN PEOPLE I have ever met... (See "THE IMPENDING CONFLICT" - "A GREAT CRISIS ...The question of ENFORCING SUNDAY OBSERVANCE..."..."WHEN FULLY DEVELOPED ..." T5:711 to 718, 1889. (Oh! Pardon me! I forgot! This no longer applies! FROOM-WILSON TOLD US SO!) (ALL EMPHASIS MINE THROUGHOUT THESE PAPERS.)

DEVNICH STOOGE:

"THE PURPOSE OF THE MEETING...better UNDERSTANDING of each other, with the prospect of FORMING an ASSOCIA-TION of CHRISTIAN CHURCHES in CANADA. It was generally agreed that the CANADIAN COUNCIL OF CHURCHES has not SUCCEEDED in developing the ECUMENICAL CLIMATE... It is now hoped that from a NEW PERSPECTIVE a greater sense of UNITY may be achieved..."WHAT WE DO WE MUST DO QUICKLY..." (Dr. Clarke MacDonald, Moderator of the UNITED CHURCH of CANADA.) ...My fellowship with nearly Sixty Christian Leaders of Churches was most THRILLING and REWARDING...a number of the participants spoke of their DELIGHT in the fact of a Seventh-day Adventist PRESENCE...the SPIRIT OF GOD is WORKING NOW...THIS IS THE HOUR...preparing the World to meet its God." Douglas Devnich. "CANADIAN MESSENGER" -
"ADVENTISTS FIND FRIENDS AT THE WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES" by DR. Douglas Devnich and Mrs. Myrna Tetz...B.C. CONFERENCE MESSENGER. September 1983. p. 5.

"ADVENTISTS FIND FRIENDS AT THE WCC."

(WATCH THE CLEVER SNAKE! THE MEDIA GAVE: "UNWARRANTED ATTENTION!" - they should have rather been BOOTTED OUT! To make room for DEVNICH and his new-found PALS.)

"Firstly, a SMALL contingent of radical fundamentalists gained unwarranted media attention in OPPOSING the WCC as MARXIST and DESTRUCTIVELY Liberal." (MY! We ADVENTISTS would certainly NOT be so BOORISH and UNINFORMED! as to thus INALIENATE OURSELVES from such MAGNANIMOUS NEW-FOUND "FRIENDS" - even if ALL News Media repeats what the "CHRISTIAN" WCC LEADERS are up to around the World - MILLIONS for TERRORISM and BLOODY REVOLUTION. "Woe-to-the-BLOODY-CITY!" "Since thou hast not hated BLOOD - even BLOOD shall be given thee!" (In 7 Last Plagues!)

SDA DEVNICH AND THE WCC

"It became a privilege and an opportunity to share in a spirit of love...Perhaps the best sample of the response of our illustrious guests that evening is found in the spontaneous words of the ARCHBISHOP of the Anglican Church of Australia. Most Reverend John Grindrod..."and the WELCOME that has been given us by the Seventh-day Adventists."

"At the closing of this AMICABLE affair, Metropolitan Emilianos, Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople prayed..."the removal of obstacles which divide us. Send us your Holy Spirit to become one. Amen. "...The FRIENDSHIP DINNER on the occasion of the WCC
in Vancouver was indeed symbolic of **OUR DESIRE** to be with many other Christians in wonderful **Kingdom of God.** CANADIAN MESSENGER p. 20.

**MORE HOGWASH:**

**SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE** - "**P.R.E.A.C.H.**" Number. (That goes to 250,000 to 300,000 MINISTERS OF OTHER CHURCHES - trying to be the **HEAD** and not the **TAIL** of a GREAT "OUTREACH.") "...OUR OUTSTRETCHED HAND TO YOU!" p.2, MINISTRY/NOVEMBER/1983. (Just as **ELLEN WHITE** PREDICTED!) "So **APOSTASY** in the **CHURCH** would **PREPARE** the way to the **IMAGE** of the **BEAST!**" GC 444. (And 445 tells us **HOW** they will do it. 1884 GC 278.)

**HERE IS HOW:**

**KISS-KISS-KISS-SLOBBER-SLOBBER-SLOBBER-LOVE-LOVE-LOVE-**

"...the **WCC** is committed to **COMBATING** today's increasing **MILITARISM...CONDEMNING VIOLENCE...PEACE-MAKERS...**"**UNITY**" and "**FAITH**" remains a **PRIMARY PURPOSE** of the **WCC**...**GLOBAL PEACE and JUSTICE...**the concerns of the **WCC** in 1983 are **MOST NOBLE.** A Christian...regardless of Denomination, would have **DIFFICULTY** opposing the **OBJECTIVES** of making the World and Mankind more **HUMANE.** From the standpoint of an **OBSERVER,** the **WCC** is not to be **faulted** on what it endeavors to do...**A** **NEW WORLD ORDER...**the present **WORLD ORDER** must be **CHANGED** or **REPLACED**...the **WCC** and its intended efforts must be **COMMENDED.** My point is that the **WCC**...may well be the **WORLD'S ANSWER...**in the establishment of the **LITERAL KINGDOM** of God ushered in by the glorious **SECOND COMING** of Jesus Christ."


---

Are we all to remain **TONGUE-TIED** and **DELIGHTED** at what our glorious **LEADERS** are **PREPARING** for us? And our children? This **"JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES"** - **"HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG"** - **"MORMONISM"** - **"JEWS OF TEL AVIV"** - **"BILLY GRAHAM"** - almost **ALL** the Churches of **BABYLON** - their
"CHRIST" is going to set up a "KINGDOM" on EARTH. HMSR has been PLAYING with that idea for DECADES. The LIMIT was reached by Second-Childhood MAXWELL in his ECUMENICAL BOOK - "MAN."

"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" BOOKS and PP 101, 103, 109, 110, 339, 341. 1884 GC 434, 474. GC 657. SOP 1:82-4. SOP 3:194. SG 3:82-3. BC 7:946. ALL down the DRAIN! We must have our LITERAL JEWISH "KINGDOM" COME!

SO NOW in our great drive for "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" we must "UNITE" with the WINE OF BABYLON - HELL-TORMENT ARTISTS are "DEDICATED CHRISTIANS!" Not BAAL- PRIESTS any more! We must call them in to show us how to "EXORCISE DEMONS" out of DEMENTED "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" If a GRAPH could be obtained - we would find that these are those who RECKLESSLY worshipped OUT of the "MOST HOLY PLACE!" with WAGGONER-BRINSMEAD- FORD-BALLENGER-PIERSON-WILSON instead of believing the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" - "...which shows the way INTO the Most Holy Place!" EW 255-6, 261. SG 1:171-2, 190-1. And it tells you RIGHT THERE! - EW 88, 261-3 - the DEVIL'S TRAIN will take them into the Devil's "SNARE" and into "LOVE UNLIMITED UNIVERSALISM." EW 89, 264. Where they make: "NO DIFFERENCE" between the HOLY and the UNHOLY. Since they make NO DISTINCTION - why should He?

"MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these Last Days, as the CIRCUMCISED who MINGLE with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He will DESTROY-BOTH-CLASSES-TOGETHER without DISTINCTION." FCE 482.

FOOLISH VIRGINS

"A COMPANION OF FOOLS will be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT!" Proverbs 13:20, 23. "My people are DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE, because thou hast REJECTED KNOWLEDGE, I will also REJECT THEE!" Hosea 4:6, 14.

"LOVE" and "FAITH" are IN-BETWEEN WORDS!

WHAT have you "FAITH" in - and WHO does she "LOVE?"
Those under the BRIGHT LIGHTS of FOLLYWOOD - claim to love - "EVERYBODY!" So does the HARLOT of T8:250. NO JUDGMENT - NO DISTINCTION. It's all the SAME - it's in the GAME!" "He that would be the FRIEND of the World - is the ENEMY of God!" "LOVE NOT...!"

THE CHURCH

There is NO OTHER "CHURCH" = and no proper DEFINITION of "CHURCH" - except those who have SEPARATED themSELVES FROM JUDAISM-ROMANISM-COMMUNISM-APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM and OMEGA ADVENTISM. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" "Come OUT of Her - my people!"

CHANGED

Chapter headings CHANGED in your GC. 1884 GC 248 is the "MIDNIGHT CRY" - which comes BEFORE the "LOUD CRY" - 1884 GC 421. 16 CHAPTERS LATER to EXPLAIN it all - and 164 EXPLANATORY PAGES LATER - before we come to the "LOUD CRY."

DO ADVENTISTS GIVE IT? DO THEY "FINISH" THE WORK? OR WILL THEY: "...NOT RECOGNIZE the "WORK" of God when the "LOUD CRY"...shall be heard...CONTRARY to ALL HUMAN PLANNING!" TM 300, 66, 206, 208, 399, 237. "ONLY THOSE who are living up to the LIGHT...will receive GREATER LIGHT. UNLESS we are DAILY ADVANCING...we shall not RECOGNIZE...the LATTER RAIN..." TM 507, 206, 300, 309. EW 71. SG 364 (Center) 14. SG 4:104. T2:263. GC 562, 572. Life of Paul 108. T9:48. COL 420. NL 53-4. T2:93. RH 3:443.

HIDDEN IN THE VAULTS:

BECAUSE ELDER W.L. BRISBIN released this many years ago - PART has been now released in BC 4:1168-9. WHAT DO THEY STILL COVER UP THERE? ("WE are the CLAY!" - ROMANISM is the IRON.) "We have come to a time when GOD'S SACRED WORK is represented by the FEET of the IMAGE in which the IRON was MIXED with the MIRY CLAY ...The MINGLING of CHURCHCRAFT and STATECRAFT is represented by the IRON and the CLAY. This UNION is
WEAKENING all the power of the CHURCHES. This investing the CHURCH with the POWER of the STATE will bring evil results. Men have almost PASSED the point of God's forbearance. They have invested their strength in POLITICS, and have UNITED with the PAPACY. BUT-THE-TIME-WILL-COME-WHEN...their EVIL COURSE will RECOIL upon themselves." MS 63, 1899. BC 4:1168-9. T1:360-1. PK 431, 503, 187. T8:187, 250-1. T9:97.


REPETITION

Some are objecting that we "REPEAT!" - we have been doing this for MANY YEARS. We took after them about DRUGS. Did they BUDGE? No, they did not BUDGE! They kept paying them TITHE. So we KNOW - we do not GUESS - when their CHURCH LEADERS are UNITING them to keep SUNDAY on EASTER - and they PAY-THEM-TITHE-JUST-THE-SAME - !!!

WE KNOW they will NOT CHANGE with the SUNDAY LAW - no more than PHARAOH CHANGED - except by being BAPTIZED - in the RED SEA! So also we read of the 7 PLAGUES - and do they REPENT? AND THEY: "BLASPHEMED the NAME of GOD...and they REPENTED NOT!". Rev. 16:9, 11. FORCE does NOT bring REPENTANCE! Except by DEATH. So FORGET your VAIN HOPE of "OMEGA." APOSTATES will "REPENT!" no more than in the days of NOAH.

A NEW ORGANIZATION

The WILSON GANG are working day and night to rack up a "NEW ORGANIZATION" - and we are not to "JOIN" A "NEW ORGANIZATION, for this would mean APOSTASY from the TRUTH!" SM 2:390. NL 43.

BECAUSE:
"A NEW ORGANIZATION...BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of the NEW MOVEMENT...Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the STRUCTURE." SM 1:204-5. 1904.

SAND:

"FAITH must UNITE with their WORKS...those who claim that their "FAITH ALONE" will save them, are trusting to a ROPE of SAND!" SOP 3:331. (It is the WOLF PACK that claim "SANCTIFICATION" without OBEI-
ENCE. Ev. 598. GC 471-2. SC 60-1.)

THIS WOLF PACK - has now invaded the Church IN FORCE! Have taken over the PULPITS EN MASSE. And NEVER will we get them out again. The SEALING-SLAUGHTERING Angels - CONTRARY to all "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" - do not find PURE PREACHING - they find TM 409 - they find T5:211-2 - they "CUT-THEM-DOWN-IN-THE-DAY-OF-SLAUGHTER" and ALL who LISTEN to them. T5:211-2. SO MANY that EZEKIEL fainted at the sight.

THEY BUILD ON THE SAND OF VENDEN CONJECTURES - the SAND of DEVNICH stumbling in the DARK - and we IN-
TEND to REPEAT and REPEAT and REPEAT - until it sinks HOME - by the POWER and TRUTH of the Holy Spirit. So if YOU find yourself in CONDEMNING us for "REPETITION" - tell me WHY you did NOT CONDEMN the FROOM-ANDERSON CULT when they started to SHOVEL: "BY FAITH ALONE" - 24 MEETINGS IN A ROW down LLU WAY! I thought they would be SCREAMING by that time! But, no. They LOVE it. BUILDING ON THE SAND! An IMMENSE STRUCTURE, but waiting for the RAINS - the STORM - the TEMPEST. And DOWN it goes - into the BABYLON RIVER! NO FOUN-
DATION! NO WORKS - NO LAW - NO EFFORT - NO SALVATION!

SAND!

THOUSANDS of ADVENTISTS have read details of the "OMEGA." It will be: "...the SUPPOSITION that a GREAT "REFORMATION" was to take place among SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS..." SM 1:204. Yes, a "REFOR-
MATION" is to take place - but NOT among the CASE-
HARDED "Seventh-day Adventists." But among "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" T1:179. A different class. Among the 11th Hour Men. COL 399. "Our people were moving into LINE." TM 515. Into a "LINE" formed by SOME-ONE-ELSE! They did not "FORM" the LINE! Else they could not "MOVE INTO" their OWN LINE! This "LINE!" is formed by: "MEN OF CLEAR UNDERSTANDING...to LEAD OUT in a work of THOROUGH REFORMATION." TM 514. That's just before a great "CRISIS!" Follow that word around and keep it in mind. For clues come up every once in awhile - to put the jigsaw puzzle together. 

So all Adventists have in the "OMEGA" is a: "SUPPOSITION!" of what THEY will do. But what do we find when we read on - SAME CHAPTER - SAME SUBJECT? These self-same "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" will GIVE UP: "THE DOCTRINES...in a process of REORGANIZATION...A NEW ORGANIZATION...BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...NOTHING would be ALLOWED to stand in the way of the NEW MOVEMENT...would place their dependence on HUMAN POWER (PENTECOSTAL SELF-POWER!) which, without God - is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the structure." SM 1:204-5. 1904.

MORE SAND!

"...the future HISTORY of CHURCHES...ANOTHER REFORM similar to that of the days of LUTHER...to examine the FOUNDATION...WHAT-IS-TRUTH? Are we building upon the ROCK, or upon SHIFTING SAND? THIS MESSAGE was NOT to be committed to the (WCC) to the RELIGIOUS LEADERS of the people. They have FAILED to preserve their connection with God, and had REFUSED the LIGHT from Heaven...dreaming of "PEACE AND SAFETY!" (T5:211-2.) while the people were ASLEEP in their Sins. Jesus saw HIS CHURCH, like the barren fig tree, covered with pretentious LEAVES, yet DESTITUTE of precious FRUIT...God requires of HIS PEOPLE, WORKS of FAITH and OBEDIENCE)...OBEDIENCE requires a SACRIFICE and involves a CROSS, AND-THIS-IS-WHY so MANY of the "PROFESSED" followers of Christ REFUSED to receive the LIGHT from Heaven, and, like the JEWS of Old, knew not the TIME of their VISITATION...the Lord passed them by, and revealed his TRUTH to men in humble life, who
had given heed to all the LIGHT they had received."
1884 GC 196-201.

(And that says it all! Of PREACHERS and CHURCHES - PAST - PRESENT - and FUTURE!)

PASSED THEM BY:

SOMETIMES - you should try this:

Take a book - like the ORIGINAL 1884 GC - read it, MARK as you go - the things that are IMPORTANT - to YOU. This, then, becomes YOUR BOOK. YOU MARKED IT.

That is a big job. This took TIME. Now try something you never tried before - RE-READ that book - but only HIGHLIGHTS that you yourself MARKED. Thus you may be reading only 1 or 2 pages - and go over 10. In this QUICK METHOD - you will see things you never saw before - and that you could NEVER SEE - by any other way. You will see DIVINE PREDICTIONS - in their ORDER. You will also see the SKULDUGGERY of the LEADERSHIP in CHANGING THE BOOK in one place and what this will LEAD TO - some time LATER. Had they left the book ALONE - the COMING CRISIS may have been AVOIDED. TEACH - what you SHOULD NOT TEACH - and find that ERROR is NEVER ALONE - and will gather around itself those of its SAME KIND - until a whole WOLF PACK comes to life. All because of ONE LIGHT put out in the camp - the WALL DAUBED with UNTEMPERED MORTAR. So the ENEMY finds a spot to BREAK THROUGH. And it is our duty to "REBUILD-THE-WALL" - "...GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE...They are to be REPAIRERS of the BREACH." PK 678. RH 5:387. T5:475.

HOW MUCH WILL IT HELP?

To go around - BLIND-DEAF-DUMB - PRETENDING there is NO BREACH - NO REPAIRS NEEDED - "They would TEAR DOWN that which GOD-WOULD-RESTORE - by the LAODICEAN MESSAGE." TM 23. "PRAY MORE, BROTHER!" "RIGHT IN DOCTRINE, YOU KNOW!" BLIND as VIRGINIA BATS - in the COAL FIELDS! Let us try:
READING IN SEQUENCE:

PREDICTION: "When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the WORLD, living as they LIVE, and JOINING with them in FORBIDDEN PLEASURE; when the luxury of the WORLD becomes the luxury of the CHURCH; when the marriage bells are CHIMING, and all are looking forward to MANY YEARS or WORLDLY PROSPERITY, - THEN SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING FLASHES from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." 1884 GC 209, 210.

"Says the Prophet, "Blessed is he that READETH" - there are some who will not READ; the BLESSING is NOT for THEM. "And they that HEAR" - there are some also, who refuse to HEAR - the BLESSING if NOT for this class...All who RIDICULE...and MOCK...who REFUSE to REFORM their lives, and PREPARE for the coming of the Son of Man, will be UNBLEST...concerning EVENTS to take place at the CLOSE of this World's history...MANY...in...their very IGNORANCE...resort to the SAYINGS and DOCTRINES of MEN, to the TRADITIONS of the FATHERS." 1884 GC 211-2.

"IN EVERY AGE - God has called His Servants to lift up their voices AGAINST the prevailing ERRORS and SINS of the MULTITUDE. NOAH was called to stand ALONE... MOSES and AARON were ALONE...ELIJAH was ALONE... DANIEL and his FELLOWS stood ALONE...The MAJORITY are USUALLY to be found on the side of ERROR and FALSEHOOD. The fact that DOCTORS of DIVINITY have the WORLD on THEIR SIDE...the WIDE gate and the BROAD road attract the MULTITUDES, while the STRAIGHT GATE and the NARROW WAY are sought ONLY by the FEW." 1884 GC 214.

DID YOU GET A BLESSING

when you read THAT? So that for the REST of YOUR LIFE - you will WONDER with GREAT WONDERMENT - WHY the CHURCH LEADERS are so EAGER to PREACH so that they might WIN the MULTITUDES? and throw the gates of Heaven WIDE OPEN for every, Tom, Dick, Harry - and Silly Sally. It is time to play the SILLY FOOL - no longer. The WISE will SEPARATE from the FOOLISH in the MIDNIGHT HOUR. Right now we want:
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"A WORK OF PREPARATION!"

1884 GC 215. When we come to that WORD - we REMEMBER: "Unto certain which TRUSTED in THEMSELVES...the PHARISEE and the PUBLICAN. The PHARISEE...is full of SELF-PRAISE. He LOOKS it, he WALKS it, he PRAYS it..."for I am HOLIER than thou,"...Wholly SELF-SATISFIED...His RIGHTEOUSNESS is his own...He goes down to his house - DESTITUTE...the PUBLICAN..."went down to his house - JUSTIFIED..."BLESSED are the POOR in spirit, for THEIRS is the KINGDOM of HEAVEN." COL 150-2.

"I AM SAVED!"

JONES converted BALLenger to "I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!" in the MARLOWE THEATRE in the GANGSTER CITY of CHICAGO - 1893 - the SAME PLACE he went to - with DANIELS - to sell this denomination down the AMA RIVER ...FROOM and ANDERSON began to PUBLICLY beat the VOO-DOO DRUMS for: "I AM SAVED!" - with BARNHOUSE and MARTIN - and FILLED the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" book with it - 1957.

"The ASSURANCE...CAN ASSUREDLY KNOW...the ASSURANCE of PRESENT SALVATION, and need be in NO UNCERTAINTY WHATSOEVER." QD 105. "I HAVE BEEN SAVED!..."I AM BEING SAVED"... "I WILL BE SAVED!"... "WE ARE SAVED!"... "SAVED!"... "SAVED!"... "SAVED!" QD 118-9.

"I HAVE BEEN SAVED!"... "I AM BEING SAVED!"... "I SHALL BE SAVED!"... "I HAVE BEEN REDEEMED!" QD 349, 350.

"I AM SAVED!"

"There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human soul...Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE...should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL that they are SAVED!" COL 154-5.

"I AM SAVED!"

"...never DARE to say, "I AM SAVED!"...SM 1:314. NO
SANCTIFIED TONGUE will be found uttering these WORDS till Christ shall come!" SM 1:314.

"I AM SAVED!"

"THIS IS MISLEADING..."I AM SAVED!"...They are UNPREPARED!" COL 155. (Some books it is 156.) When Christ was done speaking to them they looked at each other and said: "If these things be so - WHO THEN CAN BE SAVED?" Matt. 10:25. Mark 10:26. COL 394. DA 555. SG 2:240.

"I AM SAVED!"...THEY ARE UNPREPARED!"

COL 155. "Those "PROFESSED" believers who come up to the Time of Trouble - UNPREPARED...The case of all such is HOPELESS...Those who have DELAYED a "PREPARATION" for the Day of God CANNOT obtain it in the Time of Trouble, or at any FUTURE PERIOD." SG 3:134-5.

"THE ADVENT TRUTH" - 1844.

"...the searching Testimony WARNING SINNERS...urged all to bring forth FRUITS meet for REPENTANCE. THEIR STIRRING APPEALS were in marked contrast to the "ASSURANCES" of "PEACE" and "SAFETY" (by "DUMB DOGS" - T5:211) that were heard from POPULAR PULPITS...Professors of religion were ROUSED from their FALSE SECURITY ...Many sought the Lord with REPENTANCE and HUMILIA-TION...Sinners inquired with weeping, "WHAT MUST I DO - TO-BE-SAVED?"...Many wrestled all night in prayer for the ASSURANCE that their SINS WERE PARDONED." (That is as FAR as we can GO!) 1884 GC 223-4.

"UNFAITHFUL WATCHMEN HINDERED..."

...the progress of the Work of God. (How are "I AM SAVED!" ROY A. ANDERSONS going to "FINISH" the "WORK" if they only "HINDERED...THE WORK?".)...As the people were ROUSED, and began to inquire the WAY of SALVA-TION, these LEADERS stepped in BETWEEN them and THE TRUTH, seeking to QUIET their FEARS by FALSELY INTER-
PRETENDING the Word of God. In this "WORK" - SATAN and UNCONSECRATED MINISTERS UNITED, crying, "PEACE, PEACE, when God had not spoken PEACE. LIKE THE PHARISEES in Christ's Day...the BLOOD of these souls will be required at their hand."

"Wherever the message of TRUTH was proclaimed; the most HUMBLE and DEVOTED in the Churches were the FIRST to receive it. Those who studied the Bible FOR THEMSELVES." 1884 GC 226.

DO YOU SEE - HOW IT IS BEGINNING
to PAY - to MARK - FOLLOW - YOUR OWN STUDIES? Not TIED to the APRON STRINGS of MOTHER LAODICEA? The CHEAT.

DOES YOUR BOOK READ LIKE THIS?

"INSPIRATION declares that when the ANTEDILUVIANS REJECTED NOAH'S WORDS - the Spirit of God CEASED to STRIVE..."CEASED to STRIVE with them." (ALMOST ALL WRITERS HAVE MISSED THIS MOST IMPORTANT THEME - that we are DEPENDENT CREATURES - the modern Ministry speaks so FREELY and GLIBLY - about giving your "HEART" to "JESUS" - and He is there - at all times - to IMMEDIATELY "RESPOND!" To IMMEDIATELY "OBEY!" and grant you "FORGIVENESS" of sin and INSTANT "JUSTIFICATION!"")

(But what if it is not all that SIMPLE? JONES fell for that "EASY SALVATION" - with "NO CONDITIONS!" But what if there are: "CONDITIONS?" Not only HMSC VOP "FAITH ALONE!" But what if there are some "WORKS?" as shown so well in SM 1:377. BC 7:972. ST 2:481. DA 312. PK 704.)

"I AM SAVED!"

"This is an age famous for surface work, for EASY methods, for BOASTED HOLINESS aside from the Standard of CHARACTER is a LIFELONG WORK!" - UNATTAINABLE by those who are not willing to STRIVE for it in God's
appointed way, by SLOW and TOILSOME STEPS." T5:500, 214, 340. ARA 260. (Same.)

THE SEAL

(GIVEN IF WE UNITE WITH THE WCC? WITH BARNHOUSE & MARTIN?) (POOR BLIND LAODICEANS!) "The ANGEL is to place a MARK upon the forehead of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will FOLLOW, to slay utterly both old and young." T5:505, 511. DA 152. SG 2:201. RH 2:255.

Remember - those who UNITE with SATAN - "THE GREAT UNIFIER!" - and REFUSE to obey Rev. 18 - THE LAST MESSAGE! When the PUNK or the LAWLESS CULT - come to Jesus inquiring: "WHAT IS TRUTH?" - "HE GIVES THEM - NO ANSWER!" We are to consider: "TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES!" SALVATION - consistently RESISTED - the ANGELS "LEAVE" them - their case is "HOPELESS!" - they are: "LEFT to the DELUSIONS that they LOVE!" and God will even: "CHOOSE THEIR DELUSIONS!" WHY? So we can spot them - a MILE AWAY! So they will fool NO ONE - except those who WANT to be "FOOLED!" Who will not have it any other way. And who then - must go with the MAJORITY and the MULTITUDES. So now read this with the GREATEST CARE:

"Inspiration declares that when the ANTEDILUVIANS REJECTED NOAH'S WORDS, the Spirit of God CEASED to STRIVE with THEM. SO WHEN MEN NOW DESPISE the WARNINGS which God in MERCY sends THEM, his SPIRIT after a TIME - CEASES to AROUSE conviction...GOD-GIVES-LIGHT to be CHERISHED and OBeyed, NOT to be DESPISED and REJECTED. The LIGHT which He sends becomes DARKNESS to those who DISREGARD it...(This is CERTAINLY NOT in your FAKE BOOK)...When the CHURCHES spurned the counsel of God in REJECTING the Advent Message - the Lord REJECTED THEM!" 1884 GC 232.
WHAT ARE WE LEARNING HERE?

We are learning something about the SUBCONSCIOUS - in the back of our mind - we are LOADED with TRADITION. What we learned at HOME, at SCHOOL, in the PRESS, from SONGS-POETRY-MAGAZINES-MYTHOLOGY-ESOTERICISM-OCCULTISM-Customs. Firmly FIXED in our SUBCONSCIOUS - to get it OUT - would be like digging our own grave. When we LEARNED from the "BIBLE STUDENTS" (NOT SDA!) the TRUTH about "HELL" - it took 10 or 20 years to get every vestige OUT! by finding the answer to their 5 flea-bitten Bible verses that the "UNLEARNED and UNSTABLE WREST - to their own DESTRUCTION!" HALF of ADVENTISTS only give lip service to the Truth - (like Roy A. Anderson) - but it is not PART of their BEING. I went to hear Adventist EVANGELISTS when they would speak on the subject - I went 100 miles this way - 100 miles that way - and 100 miles the other way - and was SHOCKED! and ASTOUNDED! when they would all start out with:

"I do not like to speak on this subject..." I made it my business to see him AFTER the meeting and ask him WHY? WHY did you say that? I finally found out when one of them told me - THAT is the WAY they learned it - in the SEMINARY - from ROY A. ANDERSON - with his HOLY HELL-PRIEST BACKGROUND in the CONGREGATIONALIST and his PRESBYTERIAN BACKGROUND! LEF-MD 620.

So we have to come SIMPERING, with hat in hand - APOLOGIZING for NOT believing like the BAAL-PRIESTS? INSTEAD OF SAYING WE ARE PROUD TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT - WE ARE HONORED BY GOD TO TELL YOU - WE DO NOT BELIEVE THAT OUR GOD IS A MONSTER - like it is taught by OTHER Jews - in the MIXED UP TRADITIONS of the JEWS - called: "TALMUD."

ONE SCHOOL OF RABBIS TEACHING: "The fact is that the SPACE of GEHINNOM was CREATED BEFORE the Universe, its FIRE on the SECOND DAY, and the PLAN of creating ordinary FIRE entered His thought on the eve of the SABBATH." (Pes. 54a) ...the PLACE of PUNISHMENT." EVERYMAN'S TALMUD, p. 379.
"God saw that it was GOOD to the account of the SECOND DAY? Because ON THAT DAY the FIRE of GEHINNOM was CREATED?" EVERYMAN'S TALMUD, p.379. MAINLY for GENTILES - NOT for JEWS. p. 370, 381-2, 260, 369, 371, 382, 66.

It is these TALMUD LOVERS once again trying to set the world on FIRE - who also LEAD OUT in: "EXORCISING DEMONS" out of the SANTEES! EVERYMAN'S TALMUD, p.262-270.

Let us REJOICE that we were NOT fed a diet of TALMUD - and now be STUCK with that - in our SUBCONSCIOUS!

THE MIND THAT IS NOT FREE of JEWISH-ROMISH-MYTHOLOGY-TRADITION - will NOT be able to appreciate these pages of the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 232 to 235 - as these pages deal with WHAT-IS-THE-WINE-OF-BABYLON? Your GC 382-384.

URIAH SMITH

coming from a WORLDLY SEMINARY - like FORD when he went off the DEEP END - when the ROY A. ANDERSONS SENT FORD to learn at the feet of F.F.BRUCE - and bring that TALMUD and JESUIT JUNK - back into the camp of the Saints. SO ALSO URIAH SMITH led untold MILLIONS ASTRAY -

BY TAKING OUT -

ORIGINAL 1884 GC 233 - we might as well say - THAT WHOLE PAGE - dealing with the DEVIL'S TRAIN - going with the speed of lightning - CARS and CARS loaded down with HELL-TORMENT THEORIES or else "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" - so the BAAL-PRIESTS give us all "LOVE!" and the SPIRITUALISTIC DOCTRINE of "UNIVERSALISM!" ALL-MEN-SAVED! Even the Devil.

As FORD was BEGUILED by F.F.BRUCE - (so was RICHARDS!) (so was the R&H and SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE - we DOCUMENTED this in several publications) See what URIAH SMITH gave us in your GC 384. HOPKINS-GUTHRIE-SPURGEON the WORST HOLY-HELL BAAL-PRIESTS - true to the
FIRE-GOD MOLOCH - as though THEY were ONE - with the Third Angel's Message!

THIS SET THE PATTERN

for 99% of Adventists to this day - doing HONOR to the BAAL-PRIESTS as they follow Ahab and Jezabel! No wonder the CANADIAN STOOGE "DEVNICH" - signing his name to what others wanted him to SIGN - B.B.BEACH - WM. JOHNSON - RUSSELL STAPLES - NEVILLE MATTHEWS - KENNETH HOLLAND - LOOKING THROUGH THE SMOKE - "That you could cut with a knife!" - "The LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR, and THEY that are led of them are DESTROYED!" 1884 GC 238.

"Wherefore come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE, saith the Lord, and touch not the UNCLEAN, and I will receive you, and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my Sons and Daughters, saith the Lord Almighty." 1884 GC 239. NO - NO - NO - we cannot believe THAT any more - WILSON will not allow us - we must go by:

"...those whose FACULTIES are BENUMBED by...ANIMAL APPETITES and PASSIONS...SLAVES OF TOBACCO claiming the blessing of ENTIRE "SANCTIFICATION", talk of their "HOPES OF HEAVEN"...(WHORE MASTERS)..."Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE!" 1884 GC 303-4. NO - NO - NO -

WE SEE - not MILLIONS of $'s for TERRORISM and REVOLUTION AROUND THE WORLD! as reported by HUNDREDS of NEWS MEDIA including the READER'S DIGEST - THESE BLOODY MEN - but the Adventist goes there and finds:

"ADVENTISTS FIND FRIENDS
AT THE WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES"
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"WCC MEETS IN VANCOUVER" - 900 Delegates..."healing divisions...peacemakers...global peace and justice...the concerns of the WCC in 1983 are most noble. A Christian, regardless of denomination, would have difficulty opposing the objectives of...the WCC is not to be faulted on what it endeavors to do...The call comes out of Vancouver in 1983 FOR A NEW WORLD ORDER: Openly, serious-minded men and women have cried out that the present WORLD ORDER MUST BE CHANGED OR REPLACED...the WCC and its intended efforts MUST BE CONDEMned. My point it that the WCC, as the most powerful Christian social agency, MAY WELL BE THE WORLD'S ANSWER...in the establishment of the LITERAL KINGDOM of God ushered in by the glorious second coming of Jesus Christ." SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE, DOUGLAS DEVNICH, November 1983, P. 22-4.

THIS IS REVELATION 18 - ???

"Come OUT of Her, My people!" - this is the Third Angel's Message? THIS CHURCH LEADERSHIP SHOULD BE IMPEACHED! "CAST OUT!" - as they did to over a MILLION under the PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS. "As the CHURCHES depart more and more widely from the TRUTH, THE-TIME-WILL-COME when those who fear and honor God can no longer REMAIN in CONNECTION with THEM..."Come OUT of her, My people." 1884 GC 240. GC 390.

THE NEXT CHAPTER

is "THE TARRYING TIME." Can you find that in YOUR BOOK? "In the PARABLE of the 10 VIRGINS, Matt. 25 - the experience of ADVENTISTS is illustrated." 1884 GC 243.

(1) 1843-4 - "WENT FORTH to meet the BRIDEGROOM." Matt. 25:1.
(2) FOLLOWED BY "THE TARRYING TIME" - SLEEPING TIME - DREAMING TIME. Matt. 25:5. 1884 GC 243.

(3) "BEGUILED by the PRETENSIONS of the NEW TEACHERS, and they JOINED the AGENTS-OF-SATAN in their work of TEARING DOWN...UNBALANCED...FANATICISM OF EVERY GRADE."..."By their FRUITS ye shall KNOW THEM!" 1884. GC 245-6.

(4) LEFT OUT OF YOUR GC - we are not to know the "MIDNIGHT CRY" follows that in WAKING UP TIME in Matt. 25:6-10. "AND THE DOOR WAS SHUT!" The door was NOT SHUT in 1844 except to the FIRST APARTMENT. This has to be the END OF PROBATION - the only ONE TIME for a "SHUT DOOR" on CHRIST'S MEDITATION. COL 406. Matt. 25:10.

(5) "FURTHER LIGHT" - 1884 GC 257 - meant the "LIGHT" on: "THE SANCTUARY" - 1884 GC 258 - do we go along with CHAPTER after CHAPTER as listed in the ORIGINAL?

THE SEQUENCE OF "EVENTS" AND IN THEIR "ORDER!"

The Order - DISRUPTED! by URIAH SMITH and WEE WILLIE WHITE! gave us CHURCHILL CIGAR-SMOKING "SPURGEON" - through the SMOKE - he gave us "HELL!" The "GANG of 5" that appointed themselves as a "COMMITTEE" to CHANGE the Books in 1883 - so they could put out that FAKE 1888 GC - with all those "CARAASSZZEEEY" "HISTORICAL RECORDS" - found MISSING in the ORIGINAL. But the wonderful "SCHOLARS" who ONLY are allowed to WRITE in the "SPECTRUM" Magazine - NOT-ONE-OF-THEM knew the DIFFERENCE between the ORIGINAL and the 1888-1911 FAKE! And increasing numbers want to know - NOTHING! about the CHANGES.

BECAUSE

THE NEXT CHAPTER

(A) They LIKE it the way it is. They STAY with the MAJORITY.
(B) To STUDY the DIFFERENCE is a MONUMENTAL TASK.
(C) Besides - that would SURELY get them in "TROUBLE!"
(D) So why START? Why not let sleeping "DOGS" (15:211) -
(E) Why not let them "LIE" - ??? They are good at "LYING!"
(F) They will "LIE" - once too often.
(G) Instead of HONORING the NAME of ELLEN WHITE and all who believe in her ORIGINAL WRITINGS - they prefer to HUDDLE in the "SECURITY!" of the "HOLY CITY!"
(H) Where they ALL go by "THE BIBLE" and "BABYLON" ALONE!
(I) About as good a GUISE as any - to do away with the Third Angel's Message. AT LAST! .They are PAYING for it.
(J) By the ANGELS WITHDRAWING and "LEAVING" them to the "DECEPTIONS" that they "LOVE!" CALL IN THE HOFFMANS.
(K) And the RAA's to "EXORCISE" the Adventist DEMONS - that
(L) came INTO them in the "SHAKING" Chapter - T1:179-1184.
(M) FOLLOWED very fittingly by "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter and this statement: "TESTED and PROVED a length of TIME...if any will NOT BE PURIFIED by OBEYING THE TRUTH, and OVERCOME their SELFISHNESS, their PRIDE, and EVIL PASSIONS, the ANGELS of God have the charge: "They are JOINED to their IDOLS, "LET THEM ALONE!"

and they PASS ON to their Work, LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." T1:187. T5:211. EW 44. SG 5:26; 4:29, 55, 149. SM 2:66. 1884 GC 336. GC 614. T1:238, 345, 426, 432, 441.
(N) Now do your "EXORCISING!" YES! It may APPEAR to HELP - as SATAN plays with them - as he does with the PENTECOST "HOLY ROLLERS!" How to DETECT them? 
(O) "If they speak not according to this WORD (or if they speak not according to the "LAW" and the "TESTIMONY") IT-IS-BECAUSE - there is NO LIGHT IN THEM!" "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!"

IN KEEPING TRACK OF THESE TRUSTEES THAT:

"CANNOT BE TRUSTED!" TM 361, 376, 386. "THE GREAT DANGER with our people has been that of DEPENDING upon MEN, and making FLESH their arm. Those who have NOT been in the habit of searching the Bible for
THEMSELVES, or weighing evidence, have CONFIDENCE in
the LEADING MEN, and ACCEPT the decisions THEY make;
and thus many WILL REJECT the very MESSAGES God sends
to His people; if these LEADING BRETHREN do not accept
them..."I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR, and NO
MAN can SHUT it!" RM 106-7. 1893.

In "MY FIRST VISION" - 1844 OPENED THE DOOR to PHILA-
DELPHIA - EW 15, 30, 31. WTF 14. GC 430. TO BE CON-
TESTED BY: "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN." Rev. 3:8, 9.
Who step by step "A LITTLE HORN...BY HIM...the PLACE
of His Sanctuary was CAST DOWN...and it CAST DOWN the
TRUTH to the ground; and it practised, and prospered...
the TRANSGRESSION OF DESOLATION, to give both the
SANCTUARY and the HOST to be trodden UNDER FOOT...THEN
shall the SANCTUARY be CLEANSED!" Daniel 8:9, 11-4.
T1:58. EW 56. 1846 Broadside. (Then shall the
SEALING begin!)

"Even if ALL our LEADING MEN should refuse LIGHT and
TRUTH, that DOOR will still remain OPEN. The Lord
will raise up men who will give the people the MESSAGE
for this time." TM 107, 127, 296, 375. 1893 GW 126.

"WHILE he PASSES BY the men to whom we have looked..."
TM 106.

PASS BY!

"The END is come upon my people of ISRAEL; I will not
again PASS BY them any more. And the SONGS of the
Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that day, saith the Lord
God; there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place;
they give the "LOUD CRY?" they shall cast them forth with
SILENCE." Amos 8:2, 3.

READING THINGS IN THEIR ORDER.

STARTING on p. 21 we began to read things in sequence:
(1) When the "PROFESSED" people of God UNITE with the
THE SPIDER WEB

shown in this insert was designed by Ann DeMichael. The Artist:
Doris Albert. The Message:

Are we going to caught in the WEB of INTRIGUE like the 1300 in
HUNGARY - now trying to get BACK into the WEB? "For if - AFTER
they have ESCAPED the pollutions of the world through the KNOWLEDGE
of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, they are AGAIN ENTANGLED
THEREIN, and OVERCOME, the LATTER END is WORSE with them than the
BEGINNING." 2 Peter 2:20. "BLESSED are ye, when men shall HATE
you, and when they shall SEPARATE you from their company, and shall
REPROACH you, and CAST OUT your NAME AS EVIL, for the Son of Man's
sake. REJOICE ye in THAT DAY, and LEAP FOR JOY: for, behold, your
REWARD is GREAT-IN-HEAVEN: for in like manner did their Fathers
unto the PROPHETS." Luke 6:22, 23. ...Think ye that God will
receive, honor, and acknowledge a people SO MIXED UP with the world
that they DIFFER from them only in NAME? Read again Titus 2:13-15.
It is soon to be known - WHO is on the Lord's side..." T1:284-287.

THE SPLIT - THE SHAKING - THE SEPARATION

CHURCH LEADERS and those but an ECHO of CHURCH LEADERS - give their
final blow to those who believe the above WORDS their last-ditch
SLANDER - that those who are cast out for PRINCIPLE'S SAKE - are
really seeking: "HONOR-POSITION-MONEY-and a FOLLOWING!"

THE WOLF PACK

It is the faithful WATCHDOG that sees the WALL broken down, and the
WOLF PACK moving in for the kill - it is the lone WATCHDOG that
will stand his ground - face insurmountable odds - sacrifice his
very life - he does not need the SLANDER of being called a "WOLF-IN
SHEEP'S-CLOTHING!" It is time we knew something about:

WOLVES

THOSE-WHO-SAY-THE-LAW-CANNOT-BE-KEPT! THAT is the WOLF PACK that
your leaders want you to "JOIN!" Is this the HOUR to go BACK? You
have learned NOTHING yet? But: ("SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER:) - "Here we
see that THE CHURCH - ...the ANCIENT MEN...These DUMB DOGS that
would not (even) BARK are the ones that...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER! The
ABOMINATIONS for which the FAITHFUL ONES were SIGHING and CRYING
(for)...the Lord WITHDRAWS His presence from those...from those who
...are EATING and DRINKING with the DRUNKEN (CANADIAN UNION "MES-
SENGER" - Sept. 1983. p. 5. "EATING and DRINKING with the DRUNKEN"
- no EXPENSE MATTERED! HYATT REGENCY HOTEL in downtown VANCOUVER,
B.C. - "ADVENTISTS FIND FRIENDS at the WCC..." FEEDING THE WOLF
PACK!)

[Insert Page 1]
WHEN AT FIRST MEN PLAN TO DECEIVE -
WHAT A WEB THAT THEY CAN WEAVE - !!!!

CHARISMATIC - EXORCISM
NO GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION ALLOWED
FOR THIRD ANGELS
SANCTUARY DUNCAN E.
RICHARDS

CHARACTER - GIVEN AS A GIFT WHEN CHRIST COMES!
HMS RICHARDS FEATURE SPEAKER 1962
TONGUES 1983 B.G.

FEEL - RICH - INCREASES

TRADITION

SNARES -
The Rape of
The SDA Mind.
Their Feet En-
Tangled In
Satan's Web!
In this: "Gather-
In Time!" CH 411.
"Standing On The Very
Brink Of Ruin!" SB 7:26.
"Exorcism - To The Rescue !!!

"A GREAT CRISIS!...

...awaits the people of God (not Seventh-day Adventists who sell out - but)...the people of God...the National Reform Movement (now the MCC-NCC)...will, when fully developed (aided and abetted by Seventh-day Adventists as shown in GC 444-5, 606-8)...will, when fully developed,...the fires of persecution will be rekindled..." T5:711 to 718.

SO BLIND THEY CANNOT SEE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN...

"Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves." ...These men tell us that the commandments-of-God were done away at the death of Christ. Shall we believe them?..." Ev. 597-8. MB 145 (208-9). GC 67, 237. TM 409. EW 141. PP 191. DA 352. RH 1:542. T1:314. T4:377. SM 2:99. AA 412.

"GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE...

...standing before the world as reformers...they are the "repairers of the breach!" PK 678. "IN THE HOUR OF GREATEST PERIL, the God of Elijah will raise up...A MESSAGE that will not be silenced...the voice of stern rebuke will be heard. BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the union of "the church" with "the world"..."for the hour of his judgment is come..." Pk 187. RH 6:382. T9:137. T3:259, 452. T7:27. GC 390. SOP 2:49, 74, 341. DA 140-1, 397-8. (And 100 MORE!)

FACTS:

FACT (1) - There will be a "falling away."
FACT (2) - into the very "Omega of apostasy!" SM 1:204-5.
FACT (3) - "Books of a new order!" (New theology!)
FACT (4) - To try to stop it is a vain and foolish hope!
FACT (5) - "Arise, shine, for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee." To those who go "out!" to meet the bridegroom - this message given." COL 420. SM 1:93, 413-4. AA 432. EW 278-9.

"Satan has taken possession...

...of the churches - as a body!" EW 273. "I saw that God has honest children among the nominal (counterfeit-by-name-only!) nominal adventists and the fallen churches, and before the plagues shall be poured out, ministers and people will be called "out" from these churches and will gladly receive the truth. Satan knows this, and before the "loud cry"...he hopes to deceive the honest and lead them to "think" that God is still working for the churches. But the light will shine and all who are honest will leave the fallen churches, and take their stand with the remnant." EW 261, 69. (And if you do that - they will: "Slander those who obey and teach the truth and would attack their characters." EW 69, 70.) This has been the lot of God's true people from the beginning of time. And will increase as we near the end. But "hold fast!" It will not be long now.

[Insert Page 4]
WORLD.

(2) Go BACK to the "TRADITIONS" of men. 1884 GC 209 to 212.

(3) But "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" - a different class, are the "FEW!"

(4) They do not "KNOW" that they are "SAVED!" "Those whom HEAVEN recognizes as "HOLY ONES" are the LAST to parade their own "GOODNESS."..."LOATHE YOURSELVES in your own sight...Their own lips will NOT be opened in SELF-GLORIFICATION...FEAR LEST "SELF" shall interpose...FEAR...It is SATAN'S work to FLATTER...Those who give PRAISE to men are used by SATAN as his Agents...Let SELF be put out of sight..." COL 160-3. 1900. (And, believe it or not - this reference was RIGHT-IN-YOUR-INDEX!)

(5) The HUMBLE are the FIRST - to accept the TRUTH!

p. 23.

(6) The DANGER of being SO PROUD - so PUFFED UP in their FLESHY MINDS - that they cannot "STOOP" to accept the TRUTH no matter by whom it comes - but go to the PENTECOSTS - whose main burden is "I AM SAVED!" - do we UNITE with THEM? As they did in "HOLY FLESH" INDIANA - 1900. SM 2:31. Of which the HALF has never been told.

(7) They UNITED with the "HELL" Priests THEN - FROOM-WILSON tell us to UNITE with them NOW! LEF-MD 320-2.

(8) "...just before the Close of Probation!" SM 2:36, 28, 38, 53. SM 1:221.

(9) They sit on the BOARDS of the WCC-NCC. Pay them

(10) THOUSANDS of $'s in DUES! Ask them how much...

(11) Is your TITHE going for "MURDER INCORPORATED?"

(12) THIS is the GANG to: "WINE and DINE?" WHY?

(13) Would CHRIST do that? Would ELIJAH?

(14) Just as they are about to set the World on FIRE?

(15) MAKING "FRIENDS" with REVOLUTION-MONGERS!

(16) WHAT HAPPENED TO: "Come OUT of Her, My people!"

(17) In studying "EVENTS in their ORDER!" -

1884 GC 222 - "THE FIRST ANGEL'S MESSAGE."
1884 GC 230 - "THE SECOND ANGEL'S MESSAGE."
[Did we then plunge into - "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE?" No, we did not. Why did we FIRST go into other chapter headings and WHY were they taken OUT of YOUR BOOK?]

1884 GC 241 - "THE TARRYING TIME."
1884 GC 248 - "THE MIDNIGHT CRY."
1884 GC 258 - "THE SANCTUARY."
1884 GC 268 - "AN OPEN AND SHUT DOOR."
1884 GC 273 - "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE."

If you have your ear - tuned to the ground - LISTENING for what is COMING - and if "HISTORY" is to be "REPEATED" - do you see the NEED NOW to "REPEAT" the SANCTUARY TRUTH? Now that: "THY SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE!...behold our DESOLATIONS, and the city which is called by Thy Name!...and for the overspreading of ABOMINATIONS He shall make it DESOLATE!....and have INTELLIGENCE with them that FORSAKE the HOLY COVENANT!" Daniel 9:17-8, 27; 11:30. [NEXT? MICHAEL will stand up. Daniel 12:1, 8-11.]

"THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"

ELDER LEWIS said on a tape - he did not know the "MOST HOLY PLACE" SANCTUARY TRUTH - was the 3rd Angel's Message! Until he started STUDYING for HIMSELF! EW 254-6. They have NOT been TEACHING it in ANDREWS - "FOR DECADES!" "I AM SAVED!" - is hardly compatible with an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" going on in the MHP in HEAVEN! No wonder FIGUR'S 30 men spent 30 years and cannot "PROVE" the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" as long as they prefer "SPIRITUALISM!" "Each mind will JUDGE ITSELF and not another. "The JUDGMENT will RIGHT, because is is the JUDGMENT of SELF...The THRONE is within you." GC 554. Ed. 228. 1884 GC 374.

IN SPEAKING OF THE MHP

And the "JUDGMENT" soon to turn to the cases of the LIVING. (If it has not already started.) In which it
will be **FOUND** and **DECIDED** "**WHO**" is "**SAVED!**" and **WHO** is **NOT!** **TRUE BELIEVERS** leave this to the **COURT** in **HEAVEN** - **REBELS DO NOT.** In dealing with the "**WAY-MARKS**" of our faith - the book "**INDEX**" gives **CWE 52.** That is **HAYWIRE!** It should be 30, 49-54, 77, 142, 180, 90, 93, 96, 29.

There we will find the "**SANCTUARY**" is the **MAIN** "**LAND-MARK**" **TRUTH!** To "**DEPART**" from this, to refuse to "**HEAR**" - "...is **FOLLY** and **MADNESS!**" CWE 51.

**MADNESS**

"In the **FUTURE, DECEPTION** of every kind is to arise... The **ENEMY** will bring in **FALSE THEORIES**, such as the Doctrine that there is **NO SANCTUARY.** This is one of the points on which there will be a **DEPARTING from the FAITH.**" CWE 53.

**ANTICHRIST!**

"**Shall IDOLS** be **SMUGGLED** in? **Shall** false principles and **false precepts** be brought into the **SANCTUARY?** Shall **ANTICHRIST** be **RESPECTED...**This is **DIRECTLY** where the **ENEMY, through BLINDED, UNCONSECRATED MEN, is leading** **US**...by **INFLUENTIAL MEN...**This "**POLICY**" is the **FIRST STEP** in a **SUCCESSION** of **WRONG STEPS.**" CWE 96.

---

**AT LEAST 5 TIMES THE "DEPARTING FROM THE FAITH" is over the "SANCTUARY QUESTION."** By far the **MAJORITY TODAY:**

(A) **Want "**NO SANCTUARY!"**
(B) "**ALL HEAVEN**" is the "**SANCTUARY!"**
(C) We receive "**JUSTIFICATION**" way **OUT in the "OUTER COURT!"**
(D) We receive "**SANCTIFICATION**" in the "**FIRST APARTMENT!""

(E) We go "**IN**" to the **MHP - LATER** than we **THINK!**
(F) Christ ministers in "**BOTH**" apartments!
(G) He went into the **MHP - at the" ASCENSION."
ANY kind of an ARGUMENT - that only MEN and DEVILS can invent. ANYTHING but go IN to the "MOST HOLY PLACE!" BY FAR THE MAJORITY - have RESISTED the PRESSURE. Just as the PROPHET PREDICTED - EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE. Why is it so hard - to just believe the TRUTH?

TO HELP SOME REGAIN THEIR FAITH:

(1) THE THRONE OF GOD is MOVABLE.
(2) There is MORE than ONE THRONE.
(3) The THRONE is NOT just in ONE PLACE.
(4) IN THE MHP: "There I saw THRONES - I had never seen before!" 1846 BROADSIDE. "I beheld till THRONES were cast down!" Daniel 7:9. "CAST DOWN" - at a certain TIME! "...and the Ancient of Days did SIT!" Dan. 7:9.
(5) Do we have NO FEAR - of taking the side of APOSTATES? When we were WARNED - to seek ANYTHING OUTSIDE of where God, Christ, and all the Holy Angels are - in the MHP - if we just BOW DOWN with the APOSTATES - we: "AT ONCE receive the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of SATAN!" 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 56. RH April 14, 1896.
(6) "So DARKENED their UNDERSTANDING that they can see NO LIGHT in the Third Angel's Message, which shows the way INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE. I saw that as the JEWS CRUCIFIED JESUS, so the NOMINAL CHURCHES had CRUCIFIED these MESSAGES, and therefore they have NO KNOWLEDGE of the way INTO the MOST HOLY, and they CANNOT BE BENEFITTED by the intercession of Jesus there. LIKE THE JEWS...they offer up their USELESS PRAYERS to the APARTMENT which Jesus has LEFT; and SATAN, PLEASED with the DECEPTION, assumes a religious character and leads the minds of these "PROFESSED" Christians to himself, working with his POWER, his SIGNS and LYING WONDERS, to fasten them in his SNARE...The (SDA) CHURCHES are ELATED..." EW 260-1. SG 1:171-2, 190-1. T3:213. 1884 GC 337-350.

THE SHAKING

NOT NOTICED BEFORE: It seems that the "SHAKING" -
which is the final "SEPARATION" between WISE and FOOLISH in the over 80 "ADVENT" GROUPS in the world today - this "SHAKING-SEPARATION" process seems IDENTICAL and BEFORE any "SUNDAY LAW." We can FORGET the "SUNDAY LAW" if Adventist probation is OVER - before the "STORM." GC 608.

THE ISSUE

It might be said - the ISSUE is the SAME as in the days of NOAH and LOT. SO VERY SIMPLE. It is "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH." BELIEVE you should go IN - to an ARK. BELIEVE you should go OUT - of a CITY. In the days of JERUSALEM and the "PROFESSED" people of God - LEAVE those people to their FATE - "MOVE!" - "GET OUT!" Know the REASON WHY! If you cannot SEPARATE - you CANNOT be SAVED. It is as SIMPLE as that.

YOU SEE IN THE "SHAKING" CHAPTER:
YOU SEE IN THE "SANCTUARY" CHAPTER:

T1:179. EW 54-6. You see in BOTH CASES - a people "DEEPLY INTERESTED!" And their LOOK-ALIKES - COULDN'T CARE-LESS! NO OTHER DIFFERENCE can be seen. COL 408. This makes one "WISE" - the other "FOOLISH!" SALVATION is dependent on SEPARATION. They SEPARATE - as they did in the days of NOAH-LOT-JERUSALEM. "SEPARATION" is the KEY. The WISE - BOWED before the THRONE. The FOOLISH - "STOOD - UNINTERESTED and CARELESS." EW 54. "THE ANGELS OF GOD LEFT THESE..."
T1:181. EW 270.

NOW GOD MOVES! And the command has always been: "FOLLOW ME!" To put at rest all the FOOLISHNESS of the: "UNBELIEVERS!" - some of whom are JANGLING away about: "CHRIST" ministering in BOTH APARTMENTS - or some visualize an EARTHLY "MODEL" which is only a "SHADOW" of the HEAVENLY - but some seen unable to GRASP the IMMENSITY of GOD'S UNIVERSE. Or cannot "BELIEVE" what they READ. They would SOONER follow a BLIND "LEADER" of the BLIND.
THE FLAMING CHARIOT

SR. HORT of AUSTRALIA gave us the answer. How are some of these PREACHERS - WHEELING around now - going to have Christ "STEP" from one APARTMENT to the OTHER?

We met that at OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA at the McCoy Ranch - way back in 1959-1961.

WATCH NOW!

GOD HIMSELF - the TWO APARTMENTS are SO-FAR-APART - GOD HIMSELF has to STEP: "AND IN A FLAMING CHARIOT go into the HOLY of HOLIES!" EW 55. 1846 BROADSIDE.

AND CHRIST DOES THE SAME!

As SR. HORT said - "THOUSANDS OF MILES APART!" We now believe it could be - "A DIFFERENT PLANET!" HOW FITTING! Let SATAN play on the "VACATED THRONE!" - PRETEND he is GOD! And those FOOLISH ENOUGH - to BOW-TO-THE-VACATED-THRONE: "SATAN appeared to be by the THRONE, trying to CARRY ON the work of God. I saw them look up to the THRONE and pray, (THESE ARE ADVEN- TISTS!) - "FATHER, give us thy SPIRIT." "SATAN would then BREATHE upon them..." EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE.

"WHAT A SPECTACLE!"

"The conflict is not yet ended; and as we draw near the close of time, the BATTLE waxes more intense. As the second appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ draws near, satanic agencies are moved from beneath. SATAN-WILL-NOT-ONLY-APPEAR as a human being, but he will PERSONATE Jesus Christ and the World who have REJECTED THE TRUTH will receive him as the Lord of Lords and King of Kings. He will exercise his POWER...and will work through the children of DISOBEDIENCE, fascinating and charming, as does a SERPENT...WHAT A SPECTACLE for God, the Creator of the World to BEHOLD!...The forces of DARKNESS will UNITE with HUMAN AGENTS who have given themselves over to the CONTROL (WATCH THAT..."
**WE WERE HERE SPEAKING OF:**

(1) **DARKNESS.** (2) Human beings will **UNITE** with SATANIC AGENCIES as the CONFLICT nears its END. (3) Those who have no "BATTLE" - have no "BATTLE" by their own CHOICE. (4) These are just "TAG-ALONGS" - they tag along with ANYTHING their CHURCH or PREACHER happens to be teaching. They SHIFT their PRIORITIES to DRIFT with other "DRIFT" on the shores of time. Whichever way the WIND happens to BLOW - they have no SELF-DETERMINATION. (5) They get involved with a group they LIKE - and think it their one and only BOUNDEN DUTY to SUPPORT-MAINTAIN-DEFEND - whatever their "CROWD" goes along with. (6) They do not recognize GOD as being ABOVE THE CROWD. (7) And so - if they PREFER the CROWD - they do not prefer SALVA- TION. (8) The CONDITION of SALVATION is what it has always been - **SEPARATION** from those who you admonish two or three times - you prefer TRUTH more than MULTITUDES. (9) So you obey God and **SEPARATE.** It may take some time to APPRECIATE what you have done - as you find NEW "FRIENDS" - MORE TRUTH - as you go on from GLORY to GLORY. While those you LEFT - go from DARKNESS to DARKNESS. But you know it not. NOT until the day of FINAL RECKONING. When what the World acclaims will come (as in the days of LOT and NOAH - also the UNHOLY CHURCH in JERUSALEM) will come to a crashing END! We will not see clearly until THAT DAY. While WOMEN ESPECIALLY (as Lot's wife) find it SO HARD to make that FINAL BREAK - with SONS-DAUGHTERS-LOVED ONES-RELATIVES-NEIGHBORS-CHURCH - they count the cost if their MEMBERSHIP should be LOST - and TURN in SYMPATHY - into SALT. If everyone did what THEY are doing - the entire UNIVERSE would PLUNGE into OBLI- VION. Thank the Holy Angels that they did NOT go with the REBELS. If you do not JUDGE - neither will God JUDGE YOU WORTHY OF ETERNAL LIFE.
Now while you HESITATE to make the BREAK -
CONSIDER THIS:

If you STAY with the CROWD - you cannot BREAK - even if it is only ONE - that makes the BREAK-WITH-YOU! You will have ONE STAR in your crown! To enjoy - to fellowship - to go from planet to planet through the ETERNITIES! And after a MILLION YEARS - all the past will seem like a distant dream - but the PRESENT - with ONE SOUL SAVED - (even if it is not even one of your own family) why is that soul not just as precious as YOUR OWN? It will be YOUR OWN - in the DISTANT ETERNITIES. So forget your PLANNING for this fleeting life - but look into the ETERNAL if distant TOMORROWS!

"THOUSANDS of THOUSANDS of voices UNITE to swell the mighty chorus of PRAISE!" - GC 678.

AT LAST! A WORD FROM ANN DEMICHAEL

WHAT SHALL IT PROFIT - these Merchandisers if they gain the whole world's applause by supporting the teachings and selling the "WINE OF BABYLON."

TOGETHER THEY SAY:

"...SANCTIFICATION is an INSTANTANEOUS WORK, by which, through "FAITH ALONE" - they attain to "PERFECT HOLINESS." "ONLY BELIEVE!" - say they, "and the blessing is YOURS!" NO-FURTHER-EFFORT...is supposed to be required." - GC 471.

IN WONDERFUL UNISON:

"A CURSE TO THE LAW!" "A CURSE TO LEGALISM!" Why not? These TURNCOATS do sweep away the LAW by MESMERIZING you! IN REMARKABLE UNITY they teach - "CHARACTER" will be GIVEN as a "GIFT" when Christ comes! Where did they find that? So that "CHARACTER BUILDING" is not important any more.

WE FIND ALL THESE DEVIL DOCTRINES:

- 49 -
CATALOGUED in GC 471 to 473. THE BABYLONIAN RELIGION is MIRY fermented GARBAGE broadcast through the world by Fred T. Wright-RDB-Pestes-Paxton-Uncle Maxwell-Tucker-Heppenstall-L. Hardinge-Grotheer-Jones-Waggoner-Daniels-Froom-HMS Richards - and too many more...

TO SEE:

"SELF-EXALTATION" in its CRUDEST FORM - listen to Fred T. Wright - BOAST that he "HAS BEEN SINLESS FOR TEN YEARS!" The "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" answers FTW: "And the CLAIM to be WITHOUT SIN is, in itself, EVIDENCE that he who makes THIS CLAIM - is FAR-FROM-HOLY!" GC 473. 1884 GC 302.

MORE FTW BOASTS:

"Ye are COMPLETE!" - "NOTHING WANTING!" - "Just like CHRI ST!" - "In actual FACT(?) a DIVINE human being!" This is RAW OPEN REBELLION against Jehovah and the Son of God and an OPEN INSULT to all the unfallen Worlds - that WE are just like THEM - CARNAL MAN - lifting himself UP in his FLESHY MIND against the testimony of Jesus - against the unfallen Worlds - against the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE - the SACREDNESS of the LAW of God - the SCRIPTURES - and finally it is a declaration of WAR - against the True People of God.

BLASPHEMOUSLY SETTING HIMSELF ABOVE THEM ALL:

WHAT DOES HE MEAN? OR WHAT DOES THE BIBLE MEAN? "Ye are COMPLETE in Him!" = "That ye may stand PERFECT and COMPLETE in all the will of God." COL. 2:10; 4:12. Is that INSTANTANEOUS? Or is it a CONDITIONAL "PROCESS" - the WORK of a "LIFETIME!"

LET'S HAVE SOME SENSE"

"When a man is filled with the Spirit, the more severely he is TESTED and TRIED, the more clearly he PROVES that he is a REPRESENTATIVE of Christ. The PEACE that dwells in the soul is seen on the counten-
ance..."The **WORDS** and **ACTIONS** express the **LOVE** of the (PERSONAL) **SAVIOUR**. There is no striving for the highest place. **SELF** is renounced. The **NAME** of Jesus is **WRITTEN** on **ALL** that is **SAID** and **DONE**. We may **TALK** (lip service) of the "**BLESSINGS**" of the "**HOLY SPIRIT**" - but unless we **PREPARE** ourselves for its reception, **OF WHAT AVAIL** ARE OUR (OWN UNAIDED) **WORKS**? Are we **STRIVING** with **ALL** our power to **ATTAIN** to the stature of men and women in Christ? Are we **SEEKING** for His fullness, ever **PRESSING** toward the **MARK-SET-BEFORE-.US** -- the **PERFECTION** of His **CHARACTER**? **When** the Lord's People **REACH** (FUTURE TENSE) **REACH** this **MARK**, they **WILL** be **COMPLETE** in Christ, and the **RECORDDING ANGEL** will declare, "It is **FINISHED**." **BC** 6:117-18. **RH** 4:423, June 10, 1902. **DA** 827. **MB** 21. **CT** 491. **MM** 41, 205. **BC** 7:907, 927, 933. **MH** 399. **T8**:212. **T7**:204. (And 100 more!)

**BRINSMEAD SNEERS:**

at "**FAITH** and **WORKS** are two oars which we must use **EQUALLY** if we (would) **PRESS** our way **UP** the stream against the current of **UNBELIEF**. **FAITH**, if it hath not **WORKS**, is **DEAD**, being **ALONE**." **WM** 316. June 27, 1893. A barren faith -- just as the barren **FIG TREE**!

James 2:20.

**PAXTON:**

In his tract: "**WHAT IS THE GOSPEL?**" -- Paxton **SNEERS** at those who "**WRENCH**" Christ out of Heaven and "**ENCAPSULE**" Him in the **INTERNAL** - of the Believer! p.9. ("**UNHOLY INFLUENCE**.") But let us heed the Apostle: "...the **MYSTERY**...now is made **MANIFEST** to His Saints...which is Christ in **you**, the **HOPE** of **GLORY**." **COL**. 1:26-7. For us who believe in **FAITH PLUS WORKS**, Rom. 5:10 takes on greater meaning - "Much more then, being now **JUSTIFIED** by His **BLOOD**, we shall be (Future Tense) **SHALL-BE-SAVED** by His **LIFE**." Romans 8:9,10.

**HE IS THE LIVING CHRIST:**

"Christ has **BRIDGED** the **GULF** which **SIN** has made...
There is no **TRUE EXCELLENCE** of **CHARACTER** apart from

**BUT THERE IS ANOTHER CLASS:**

"(WHO) FORM a CHASM which **NOTHING** can **BRIDGE!"** COL 271. SM 2:395. SP 4:262.

**A SPOTLESS CHARACTER**

is as precious as the **GOLD** of **OPHIR**. Without pure, unsullied **VIRTUE**, none can ever rise to any honorable eminence. But noble aspirations and the **LOVE**-of-**righteousness** are not inherited. **CHARACTER** cannot be **BOUGHT**; it must be **FORMED** by **STERN EFFORTS** to **RESIST** temptation. The **FORMATION** of a right **CHARACTER** is the **WORK** of a **LIFETIME**, and is the outgrowth of prayerful meditation **UNITED** with a grand purpose. The **EXCELLENCE** of **CHARACTER** that you possess must be the result of **YOUR OWN** **EFFORT** (Ezek. 14:14.) **Friends** may encourage you, but they cannot do the **WORK** for you...**YOU** must **CLIMB!** FCE 87. "**CHARACTER** is **NOT** **TRANSFERABLE.**" TM 234, 430. COL 331. (Must be done - "**BRICK** by **BRICK**!" SD 155.)

**"YOU MAY BELIEVE**

and promise all things, but your promises or your "**FAITH**" are of **NO VALUE** until you put your **WILL** on the side of **FAITH** and **ACTION**. If you **FIGHT** the **FIGHT** **OF** **FAITH** with all your **WILLPOWER** - you will **CONQUER!"** T5:513.

**DOWN THE DRAIN**

goes the "**AWAKENING UNHOLY INFLUENCE**" along with **HMS RICHARDS—FROOM** and their: "**FAITH ALONE, plus NOTHING** and minus **NOTHING.**" "Movement of Destiny" p. 619.
"THERE IS INDEED A WIDER ROAD;

but its END is DESTRUCTION. If you would CLIMB the path of SPIRITUAL LIFE, you must constantly ASCEND; for it is an UPWARD WAY. You must go with the FEW; for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNWARD PATH. In the road to DEATH..." MB 138 (197-8). T5:214, 500. SM 1:181-2. T6:147. T1:187. SG 4:32-4. T4:310, 348, 429, 495-6, 549, 367.

WHERE DID THIS REBELLION START?

In the Garden of Eden. "...the SERPENT said to the woman, Ye shall NOT surely DIE...ye shall be AS GODS!" Gen. 3:4-5. SP 1:37. ST 3:268.

SR. WHITE PREDICTED:

These fanatical HOLY FLESH teachings of Fred (all wrong) Wright--The things you have described as taking place in INDIANA, the Lord has SHOWN me would take place JUST-BEFORE-THE-CLOSE-OF-PROBATION. Every uncouth thing will be DEMONstrated...SHOUTING, with DRUMS, MUSIC, and DANCING...a bedlam of NOISE...the POWERS of SATANic AGENCIES blend with the DIN and NOISE, to have a CARNIVAL, and THIS is termed the "HOLY SPIRIT'S WORKING!"...The same kind of influence came in after the passing of the time in 1844...I went into their meetings...much EXCITEMENT, with NOISE and CONFUSION. One could not tell what was PIPED or...HARPED. Some appear dancing, and shouting...declared that their FLESH was PURIFIED...ready for TRANS-LATION. This they repeated again and again. I bore my testimony in the NAME of the Lord, placing His REBUKE upon these MANIFESTATIONS...FANATICISM, once started and left unchecked, is as hard to quench as a FIRE which has obtained hold of a building...

ANN DeMICHAEL CONTINUES:

(SPEAKING OF "HOLY FLESH" REPEATED JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF PROBATION:) "The HOLY SPIRIT NEVER reveals itself in such methods, in such a bedlam of NOISE.
This is an invention of SATAN...(shocking) the SENSES...the POWER of SATANIC AGENCIES blend with the DIN and NOISE, to have a CARNIVAL, and THIS is termed "THE HOLY SPIRIT'S WORKING!"...the HOLY SPIRIT has NOTHING to do with such a CONFUSION of NOISE and multitude of SOUNDS as passed before me last January...Those things which have been in the past will be in the FUTURE. Satan will make MUSIC a SNARE by the way in which it is conducted. God calls upon His People, who have the LIGHT before them in the WORD and in the TESTIMONIES, to READ and CONSIDER, and to take HEED. Clear and definite INSTRUCTION has—been—given(!) in order that ALL may UNDERSTAND!" SM 2:31-39. 1900-1.

IN THIS TIME:

"MANY shall be PURIFIED and made WHITE, and TRIED; but the WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY; and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND; but the WISE shall UNDERSTAND." Dan. 12:10; 2:21. PK 516. Hosea 4:14.

TOGETHERNESS:

Faith and Works. ADD Grace to Grace. Brick by Brick.

Now there is another side of the line:

"DARKNESS is to cover the Earth, and GROSS DARKNESS the people. And as NEARLY ALL around us are being enveloped in the THICK DARKNESS of ERROR and DELUSION, it becomes us to SHAKE-OFF-STUPIDITY and live near to God...As darkness THICKENS and error INCREASES, we should obtain a more thorough KNOWLEDGE of the Truth and be PREPARED to MAINTAIN-OUR-POSITION from the Scriptures." EW 104-5.

IN THIS OMEGA TIME:

"At this time the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given, to AROUSE a SLUMBERING CHURCH. Let the thought stimulate you to EARNEST, UNTIRING EFFORT. Remember that Satan has come down with great POWER, to work with

DEMONS EXORCISING RAA & JRH

At this time - the R.A. Andersons and the J.R. Hofmans are putting on a brilliant display for Satan in their "EXORCIZING DEMONS" out of their SDA Flock! This is the end result of teaching: (To please the other churches!) "NO EFFORT!" - "NOT BY TRYING - BUT BY DYING!" Their "FAITH ALONE - GRACE ALONE!" all done "INSTANTANEOUSLY!" (GC 471-3). Now they have graduated to giving their possessed laity "INSTANTANEOUS DELIVERANCE!" Here again another display of still going by "FAITH ALONE?" "PLUS NOTHING and MINUS NOTHING!" handed out by FROOM and HMS RICHARDS.

"Having a FORM of GODLINESS, but... EVER LEARNING and NEVER ABLE to come to a KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH..."

("From such TURN AWAY!")


J.R. HOFFMAN

MIKE CLUTE TAPE #497 - #498 - ($3.00 each). In casting out DEMONS - giving lip service to the Words of Jesus: "But if I (Jesus) cast out devils by the Spirit-of-God - THEN the Kingdom of God is come unto you." And JRH also quotes the next verse - Matt. 12:28-9 and MIS-APPLIES IT! See: FCE 299. DA 322-24. THEY END UP - manifesting the SIN AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT!

ASK YOURSELF THE QUESTION:

HOW DOES THE KINGDOM OF GOD COME UNTO YOU? TO ME? Dig this out for yourself - SEE: Where does the Kingdom of God BEGIN in the HEART. DA 506. MH 36. MB 108. These precious JEWELS are all over the surface of the WORD and SPIRIT OF PROPHECY. But BLINDED EYES led by BLINDED LEADERS cannot see them - can they? Thus the sad results.
WHAT ARE THE CONDITIONS?

OF ENTERING INTO the Kingdom of God? DA 299. Read and wonder. Then the next page: THE GOSPEL...NOT to the spiritually PROUD, those who CLAIM to be "RICH!" and in NEED (?) of "NOTHING!" - is it revealed, but to those who are HUMBLE and CONTRITE. ONE FOUNTAIN ONLY has been opened...for the POOR in spirit...FROM-THE-SOUL that feels his NEED, NOTHING is WITHHELD...I dwell in the HIGH and HOLY PLACE; with him also that is of a CONTRITE and HUMBLE SPIRIT...BLESSED are THEY which do HUNGER and THIRST after RIGHTEOUSNESS...The MULTITUDES were AMAZED at this teaching...WHO-OF-THEM-WOULD-BE-SAVED if this man's teachings were true?" DA 300-5.

IF THE PROUD ONLY

mount the pulpit - "Satan's object is gained when the faithful TESTIMONY is SUPPRESSED. Those who so readily SYMPATHIZED with the WRONG, consider it a VIRTUE...many souls have been DESTROYED by their BRETHREN unwisely SYMPATHIZING with them, when their ONLY HOPE was to be LEFT to SEE and realize the full extent of their WRONGS. But if they EAGERLY accept the SYMPATHY of UNWISE BRETHREN, they receive the idea that they are ABUSED...lay blame upon the (FAITHFUL) REPROVER, and so patch up the matter...FALSE SYMPATHI-
ZERS have worked in DIRECT OPPOSITION to the MIND-of-
CHRIST and ministering Angels...STAND-OUT-OF-THE-WAY!
...the living, pointed TESTIMONY had been CRUSHED in the Church...will DEVELOP CHARACTER and PURIFY-THE-
CHURCH...OUR TRUTH is as much more SOLEMN than that of NOMINAL PROFESSORS, as the HEAVENS are HIGHER than the EARTH. The people are ASLEEP-in-their-sins and NEED to be ALARMED...Their MINISTERS have preached SMOOTH THINGS, but God's SERVANTS who bear SACRED-VITAL-
TRUTHS, should CRY ALOUD and SPARE NOT, that the TRUTH may TEAR OFF the garment of (FALSE/HOPELESS/CARNAL) SECURITY and find its way to the HEART. THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...was SHUNNED by the MINISTERS." Tt 213-4, 249.

"SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A SLEEPING PEOPLE!"
A.T. Jones as the head of the SDA Medical Department with A.G. Daniells went to the gangster city of Chicago to sell this denomination down the AMA Drug River under the deceptive guise that they had-to-be-accredited! Whereas all across the nation - institutions are operating to this day without "accreditation!"

THE HOXSEY CURE FOR CANCER

using E.G. White's red clover blossoms was attacked by the AMA - FDA - SDA until they drove them out of the country. As the church in the days of Christ - they drove the Great Physician's blessing out of this country! Led-by-nichols-of-the-R&H! Aren't-you-proud! Ministers and the physicians they maintain and support - will have to face those whose souls and bodies they were responsible in destroying - in the coming judgment!

IN SPITE OF THESE MALCONTENTS

To this day the Hoxsey treatments continue around the world by doctors and nurses and even laity.

LOMA LINDA

will stand at the Bar of Justice: with all who aid and abett them - their bacteriologist, Chaucer Smith after laborious work proved how cancer could be cured. He was pressured - threatened and shortly after died mysteriously. This was all exposed by the Chief Laboratory Technician, Emerson Hartman - Cancer News Journal, Vol. 12, No. 1, p. 11-13. E. Hartman went on to write books some of which found their way to Europe - Australia - New Zealand. He, too - was harrassed - jailed - threatened to stop! or be subject to "lobotomy!"

"THE POISONS..."
...contained in many so-called "REMEDIES" CREATE HABITS and APPETITES that mean RUIN to both SOUL and BODY. MANY of the popular nostrums called PATENT MEDICINES, and even some of the DRUGS dispensed by PHYSICIANS, act a PART in laying the FOUNDATION of the LIQUOR HABIT, the OPIUM HABIT, the MORPHINE HABIT, that are so terrible a CURSE to Society." MH 127, 133, 176. Ev. 359. RH 4:416.

"EVERY PHYSICIAN...

...who has received a thorough education will be very modest in his claims. It will not do for him to run any risk in EXPERIMENTING on human LIFE, lest he be GUILTY of MURDER and this is written against him in the BOOKS of HEAVEN...Be a careful, competent physi-
cian who will deal scarcely EVER in DRUGS, and who will NOT BOAST that powerful POISONS are FAR MORE EFFECTIVE than a small quantity carefully taken." MS 22, 1887. MM 139-40.

"DRUG MEDICATION is a CURSE...

to this enlightened age." 1890. MM 259. DEATH of BABIES caused by drug poisoning. SM 2:468. Do you get the VANCE FERRELL PAPERS? He wrote VOLUMES about SDA Hospitals in the business of FILTHY LUCRE- ABORTING FETUSES from silly women. The General Conference is NON-COMMITTAL and NEUTRAL!

MAMMOTH INSTITUTIONS

Over the years the SDA have replaced their SANITARIUMS which were supposed to teach HEALTH and DIET REFORM - replaced with MAMMOTH HOSPITALS run by WORLDLY DOCTORS - ordering little SDA nurses around. BLIND Leaders steadily drifting toward EGYPT and WORLDLINESS. T5:217.

"OPERATION WHITECOAT"

SDA SERVICEMEN who participated in "OPERATION WHITE-
"COAT" total in the "HUNDREDS" TODAY. EIGHT-CONSECUTIVE-YEARS of CONTINUOUS-MILITARY-EXPERIMENTAL-"GUINEA-PIGS!" YOUTH'S DESTRUCTOR MAGAZINE, Oct. 15, 1963. Instead of BRAGGING and BLOWING - they should REPENT in SACKCLOTH and ASHES! (At least the MOTHERS!) Else soon they WILL be ASHES under the feel of the righteous-Mal. 4, See MACLEANS MAGAZINE, April 21, 1962 called it aright - "OFF-THE-ROCKER" DRUGS! LSD-25 - "PARALYZES the WILL!" (Just where the Devil wants them - NO WILL!)

ELLEN WHITE:

"EXPERIMENTING in DRUGS is a very expensive business. PARALYSIS of the BRAIN and TONGUE is often the RESULT and the VICTIMS die an UNNATURAL DEATH!" MM 228. (For MORE on "OPERATION WHITECOAT" see "SPECTRUM" - SUMMER - 1970, p.55.)

"SEEDS OF DEATH"

"The physician who depends on DRUG MEDICATION...does not understand (the WISE shall UNDERSTAND) the DELICATE MACHINERY of the human organism. He is introducing into the system a SEED CROP that will NEVER LOSE its DESTROYING PROPERTIES throughout the LIFETIME." MM 229. SM 2:452.

"WHAT ARE WE WORTH?"

"YOU have COST much, "Glorify God in your body, and in your spirit, which are God's. TAKE CARE OF HIS PROPERTY. He has bought you with an infinite PRICE. Your MIND is HIS. What right has any person to ABUSE a body that belongs NOT to himself, but to the Lord Jesus Christ?" SM 1:100.

ARE YOU LISTENING - HMSN?

(Also others of the "NO-WORK" CULT.) "THERE IS WORK FOR US TO DO - stern, earnest WORK. All our HABITS,
TASTES, and INCLINATIONS must be EDUCATED in HARMONY with the LAWS of LIFE and HEALTH. By this means we may secure the very best PHYSICAL conditions, and have MENTAL CLEARNESS TO DISCERN BETWEEN THE EVIL and the GOOD." CDF 28. C.T.B.H. 25-28. 1890.

HEALTH REFORM and A.T.JONES:

The whole world is paying for the JONES APOSTASIES - yet in Pennsylvania, time-setter GROTHEER told us that he "EXPECTS to see JONES in HEAVEN!" BLIND leaders of the BLIND. Both shall fall into the ditch together! "His DISREGARD of HEALTH REFORM unfits him to stand as the Lord's MESSENGER." CDF 454. T6:376-8. 1900.

"NOTHING BETTER!"

"SATAN would like NOTHING BETTER than to call MINDS AWAY from the WORD, to LOOK FOR and EXPECT SOMETHING OUTSIDE of the Word to MAKE THEM FEEL. They should NOT have their attention called to DREAMS and VISIONS. If they would have Eternal Life, they must EAT the flesh and DRINK the blood of the Son of God." Letter 68, 1894. SM 2:95. 1846 Broadside.

A.T.JONES - "NOTHING BETTER!"

A.T.JONES thought for sure he found "SOMETHING BETTER!" OUTSIDE of the WORD (of TRUTH) to make them "FEEL" - when he took up with ANNA RICE PHILLIPS! SM 2:85-95. 1894. OLSON BOOK p.304. LEF-MD 73.

FEELING

"No man, having put his hand to the plough, and LOOKING BACK, is fit for the KINGDOM of God." Luke 9:59-62.

LOOKING BACK:

In a PLOUGHING MATCH CONTEST - once the contestant
fixes his eye on the goal - going by a distant marker beyond - if he is Distracted by the CROWD - (as Lot's wife) and looks BACK - AT ONCE! the furrow that he is cutting - gets out of line, once the CROWD becomes MORE IMPORTANT to him than the GOAL - the furrow he is cutting will DEVIATE - and he will LOSE the race.

"NO EARTHLY TIES, no earthly considerations, should weigh ONE MOMENT in the SCALE against DUTY to the CAUSE and WORK of God. Jesus severed His connection from everything to save a lost world, and he requires of us a full and entire CONSECRATION. There are SACRIFICES to be made for the interests of God's cause. The SACRIFICE of FEELING is the most KEEN that is REQUIRED of us...it is a small sacrifice...BE CAREFUL how you appeal to YOUR SYMPATHIES, and let HUMAN FEELINGS and PERSONAL CONSIDERATIONS MINGLE with your EFFORTS and LABORS for the CAUSE of God. He demands UNSELFISH and WILLING service...You can render this and yet do all your DUTIES to your family; but hold this as a SECONDARY matter." T3:500. RH 1:59. Old GW 248.

BLOOD & FLESH

"...eating Christ's FLESH and drinking HIS BLOOD? How many can comprehend this MYSTERY? (Symbolically My Personal)...SAVIOUR Himself EXPLAINS this matter: "It is the SPIRIT that QUICKENETH; the FLESH profiteth NOTHING; the WORDS that I speak unto you, THEY are SPIRIT and THEY are LIFE. The Word of God must be INTERWOVEN with the LIVING CHARACTER of those who BELIEVE IT. The only VITAL FAITH (T6:167. T8:212. Col 4:12) (WHAT KIND?) The only VITAL FAITH is that "FAITH" which receives and assimilates the TRUTH till it is a PART of the BEING and the MOTIVE POWER of the LIFE and ACTION!" T5:576. (Too bad for the ever-growing "NO-WORK" CULT - "NO EFFORT" FANATICS in ADVENTISM.)

This is CLOSE WORK, and many who profess to be followers of Christ KNOW NOTHING OF IT...a struggle BEGINS...requires an EFFORT at which many HESITATE and FALTER and TURN BACK. Yet this BATTLE must be FOUGHT...We must gain the victory over SELF, CRUCIFY
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the affections and lusts; and then begins the union of the Soul with Christ. As the dry and lifeless branch is grafted into the living tree, so may we become living branches of the true vine...only by continual, earnest, painstaking effort... (The) helpless sinner must act his part. 

T5:47.

"Let the prayer constantly ascend: "Lord, teach me how to do as Jesus would do were He in my place." (A beautiful practice - try it!) "This is the governing power in the nature of man, the power and decision, or of choice. Everything depends on the right action of the will...thus...your thoughts will be in harmony with Him." SC 47. "All the habits of His life will be brought into harmony...and he will not only believe, but will work." SM 1:382. RH March 6, 1888.

YOUR AFFECTIONS

and plans will be so out of harmony with the world that: "The followers of Christ and the servants of Satan cannot harmonize!" SP 4:326. GC 507.

A.T. JONES THOUGHT -

that for sure he found: "something outside of the word" - (of truth) to make them "feel!" when he took up with Anna Rice Phillips! And we can draw the parallel: when Moses the prophet went up into the Mount leaving Aaron in charge of the people who shortly turned their feelings against God's commandments and resorted to pagan worship/sex orgies around the golden calf.

JONES HISTORY

1891 -- E.G. White left for Australia - stayed there nine years.

1893 -- Jones was presenting "faith" and the "imputed righteousness of Christ by faith" - "you repeated several times that works amounted to nothing!", that there were "no conditions!" The matter was presented
in that light that I knew MINDS would be CONFUSED, and would NOT receive the correct impression in reference to FAITH and WORKS, and I decided to write to you. YOU-STATE-THIS-MATTER-TOO-STRONGLY! There are CONDITIONS to our receiving justification AND sanctification AND the righteousness of Christ. "...it is IMPOSSIBLE for even ONE SOUL to be saved - WITHOUT good WORKS!" SM 1:377-82.

1893 -- A few months later Sr. White again had to WARN JONES about his downward steps to PERDITION. This time for pressing upon the Battle Creek church that ANNA RICE PHILLIPS should be accepted as the Prophet to the church! SM 2:85-95. FROOM BOOK 524. OLSON BOOK 304. As a result - "On October 5, 1897, JONES was ELEVATED to the position of LEADING EDITOR of the R&H - !!!! "URIAH SMITH served as an associate editor!" OLSON BOOK 304. Do such tactics ring a bell?

1970 -- LESLIE HARDINGE - "WE HAVE A PRIEST FOREVER!" "MESSAGE at Bible Study Hour," R&H - June 19, 1970 - p.9-10. "JUSTIFICATION by faith - this is the message of the COURT - (CLEAR OUT of the SANCTUARY!) "SANCTIFICATION by faith - this is the message of the HOLY PLACE!" (And what about the message of the MOST HOLY PLACE?) "ONE DAY" we shall share it with our Lord. GLORIFICATION BY GRACE... (This is Leslie Hardinge's message of the Most Holy Place!)...And WHEN the High Priest moves into the HOLIEST, He will carry you there!" R&H GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION. June 19, 1970. p.9-10. (In 1970 they OFFICIALLY joined the MOTLEY CREW that came from Australia in 1960! Not knowing that AFTER 1844 - to "STEP INTO" the FIRST APARTMENT is to find a NOTHING -- the High Priest is not there for He has: "WITHDRAWN HIMSELF within the Second Veil! from them!" PT SERIES 45, 64, 79. RH 1:21.

1970 -- Now they can go with their "FLOCKS and HERDS to seek the Lord - they shall not find Him!" And "GLORIFICATION!" will be at the Voice of God Hour. 1884 GC 458. GC 640. And it wasn't until the DAVIS LETTERS five years later - that Hardinge said - THIS was the FIRST OBJECTION that he has had! (Is this people DEAD or ASLEEP or BOTH?) "I saw that Satan was at work... to distract, deceive and to draw away God's People,
just now in this **SEALING TIME**, I saw **SOME** who were not standing stiffly for **PRESENT TRUTH**. Their knees were **TREMBLING** (easily **YIELDING** to doctrines of **Devils**.) GC 471-73. "...not steadfast but **SHAKING!**" EW 270. T4:89. "...and their **FEET** were **SLIDING** (on **SLIDING SAND!** RH 2:178); **WHY?** Because they were not **FIRMLY** planted on the **TRUTH**, and the covering of Almighty God could not be drawn over them while they were thus **TREMBLING**. Satan was trying his every art (**SNARES... MONEY...EARTHLY HONOR...RICHES...GAIN...LAND...POWER**) will I [Satan] give thee" -- for what? ...the **DOOR** is left **OPEN** for him to enter as he pleases with his evil train of **IMPATIENCE, LOVE of SELF...PRIDE...AVARICE...OVERREACHING** and his whole catalogue of **EVIL SPIRITS..."** T4:45. "The **FORCES of DARKNESS** will **UNITE** with **HUMAN AGENTS** who have given themselves into the **CONTROL** of Satan...through yielding to Satanic **INFLUENCES** men will be transformed into **FIENDS**...will become the **HABITATION** of **DRAGONS** and Satan will see in an **APOSTATIC RACE** his **MASTERPIECE** of **EVIL** -- men who **REFLECT** his own **IMAGE!"** RH April 14, 1896. 3:349-50. BC 5:1105-6.) "**TRYING** his every art to **HOLD** them where they **WERE** - until the **SEALING** was **PAST** (and he sure did succeed with the **FOOLISH VIRGINS**) until the **COVERING** was drawn over **God's people**, and they **LEFT** without a **SHELTER** from the burning **WRATH** of God, in the Seven Last Plagues...I saw that the **MYSTERIOUS (OCCULT-SPEAKING-IN-TONGUES)** **SIGNS** and **WONDERS** - ("**Healing** the sick - raising the dead) and **FALSE REFORMATIONS** would **INCREASE** and **SPREAD**. **REFORMATIONS** that were shown me, were not reformations from error to truth." EW 44-5. "**But from BAD to WORSE!"** (LEFT OUT of EW 44-5 but found in PT 22. RH 1:9.)

**SOW THE SEED - REAP THE HARVEST**

"**As is the SEED SOWN**, so will be the **HARVEST**. **YOU must REAP** - that which **YOU** have **SOWN.**" T4:366.

**SAND**

"**BUILDING...on the SLIDING SAND**...the **BLIGHTING INFLUENCE of DOUBT**...men love **DARKNESS**...the **VOICE of STRANGERS**...They have taken up the work (Gal. 5:19-21)"
of CHEAPENING CHARACTER, and lessening FAITH in the inspiration of the BIBLE. (NOT INERRANT ANY MORE!) Men claiming GREAT WISDOM have PRESUMED to CRITICISE and C U T and C U L L the WORDS of the L I V I N G G O D! (Yes! Pick and chose as in the CAGE of every U N C L E A N and H A T E F U L B I R D of the A P O C A L Y P S E!)...have started QUESTIONS to make SHIPWRECK of the happiness of their fellow men and to R U I N their H O P E S of Heaven. This is a "W O R K"...pleasing to the enemy...the ARGUMENTS (such as "NO GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the Place Most Holy!) ARGUMENTS that men bring against the Bible...counsels of the E V I L O N E. The D O O R of their minds was OPENED to his suggestions, and the M O R E they D R I F T E D into E R R O R, the G R E A T E R grew their desire to draw OTHER SOULS into the S A M E C H A N N E L of D A R K N E S S. (Into "M I D-NIGHT DARKNESS!") (PERILS OF HYPNOTIC INFLUENCE - see INDEX under "MESMERISM.") "Many "CLAIM" to "BELIEVE" the B I B L E, and their N A M E S are enrolled on the church records, who are among the most I N F L U E N C I A L A G E N T S of Satan!" RH 2:178. Jan. 10, 1888. 1884 GC 372-74. GC 554-6. EW 44.

"PERILS AMONG FALSE BRETHREN!" 2 Cor. 11:26.

"Being JUSTIFIED freely by His Grace through the redemption provided in Christ Jesus (by dying for us, thereby forever ESTABLISHING the CLAIMS of the LAW, foreordained to be a propitiation - to be received for remission of sins THAT-ARE-PAST. Rom. 3:24.) This does not give anyone license to go by "FAITH(A L O N E)" "(O N L Y) BELIEVE." Throughout the entire Bible we are admonished to G O O N to "PERFECTION" - to COMPLETION - to S A N C T I F I C A T I O N - the WORK of a L I F E T I M E!" Most do not want the "WORK" nor the "LIFETIME!"

MULTITUDES STOP AND PITCH THEIR TENTS

to the H M S RICHARDS: "FAITH ALONE!" - "WAGGONER...I read with great JOY!...Faith (O N L Y) plus (N O T H I N G) and minus (N O T H I N G). The DIFFERENCE of course - between JUSTIFICA-
CATION by FAITH and JUSTIFICATION by WORKS is so great that the establishment of the ON E means the O V E R T H R O W of the O T H E R. We-cannot-have-BOTH! FROM Book 619. 1971. These men, along with their many cohorts, are
divorcing the LAW from the GOSPEL! They are voicing the DRAGON, that old SERPENT-DEVIL-SATAN! Rev. 20:2.

COME OVER THE LINE


COME OVER THE LINE!

BE WISE enough - HONEST enough - to JOIN the "PROCESSION!" COL 406.

THIS IS A SEPARATION.

THIS IS: "COME OUT from among THEM and be ye SEPARATE!" Let them go to the HOLINESS TONGUES PEOPLE because that is where they are heading: "It seemed that the WHOLE WORLD was on board, that there could not be ONE LEFT!" EW 88,263.

BUT THANK GOD THERE IS:

"A LITTLE COMPANY!" (PK 605.) "In SINGLE FILE, one following in the footsteps of another!...The PATH finally became so NARROW...we journeyed on with BARE FEET!" (LS 191-2. T2:594.) "On this PATH the Advent people...had a BRIGHT LIGHT behind them at the BEGINNING of the PATH, (At the beginning of the SEALING!) which an Angel told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY!" (EW 14-5. WTF 14. T6:265. FCE 340.) "SOME will not bear this STRAIGHT TESTIMONY. They will RISE-UP-AGAINST-IT!...LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS!" T1:181-2.

EVEN HUSBANDS - WIVES

are going to SEPARATE over this matter. GC 612. EW 69. 1884 GC 430. T1:183. COL 406. Ev. 300.
Those who have been OBEDIENT to God's Commandments WILL UNITE with the company of the SAINTS-in-LIGHT. "They shall enter...into the CITY!" TM 234.

We NEED to put all possible EFFORT to the "WHEEL." TB:130. BC 4:1161. SM 1:113. ED 177-8. PK 535-6. TM 213. DA 823. MM 201. And KEEP the Commandments of God. "I saw the THIRD ANGEL pointing UPward, showing the DISAPPOINTED ONES the WAY to the HOLIEST of the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY - as they BY FAITH - (you see here is "LIVING FAITH" that you - as an "INDIVIDUAL" can CHOOSE - can ACT upon) as they by faith ENTER the MOST HOLY, they-FIND-JESUS." EW 254-5. Because your SDA Leaders are running the way of the HOLINESS "TONGUES" PEOPLE! Let them go with their "STUPID"-"CARELESS"-"HALFHEARTED"-"INDIFFERENT" Flocks and herds. PT 45, 64, 79. RH 1:21.

J.R. HOFFMAN

has now set up a network all across America to "EXORCISE DEMONS" out of their flocks and herds that they were responsible for guiding INTO the "SNARES" of Satan. They FAILED - are POSSESSED THEMSELVES! Did not pass the test!

Should we be DISHEARTENED-DISENCHANTED? No. "ENTER BY FAITH - INTO - the MOST HOLY PLACE." And find: "The faith of Christ as OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS." It's CONDITIONAL - "CHOOSE ye THIS DAY!"

(OLD FRED WRONG WRIGHT - NEVER READ THIS!)

"If we would have the SPIRIT and POWER of the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE, we must present the LAW and the GOSPEL - TOGETHER - for they go HAND in HAND. As a POWER (DEMONIC!) - from beneath is STIRRING UP to make VOID the LAW-of-GOD, and to TRAMPLE upon the FAITH of Jesus as OUR righteousness, a POWER (DIVINE GRACE) from ABOVE is MOVING upon the HEARTS of those who are LOYAL, (to do what?) to EXALT the LAW, and to LIFT UP Jesus as a COMPLETE SAVIOUR." (THEN, EITHER WAY - "YE SHALL KNOW THEM!") Unless DIVINE POWER is brought into the EXPERIENCE of the People-of-God, FALSE
THEORIES and ERRONEOUS IDEAS will take MINDS CAPTIVE, Christ and His Righteousness will be DROPPED OUT of the experience of MANY and their FAITH – ("ONLY, plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING!") will be without POWER or LIFE. Such will not have a DAILY, LIVING experience of the LOVE of God in the heart; and if they do not zealously REPENT, they will be among those who are represented by the LAODICEANS, who WILL be SPEWED OUT of the Mouth of God...because of their LIMITED "FAITH"...have not an INTELLIGENT FAITH...the burden of OUR message is - not only the COMMANDMENTS-OF-GOD, but the "FAITH" of Jesus...it leads to INCREASED FAITH!”

ORIGINAL 1893 GW 103-4. (See what they LIFTED OUT of your GW 162.) They will be "SPEWED OUT!" T6:408. For worshipping in the FIRST apartment! with: "I AM SAVED! – BY FAITH ALONE-DEMONS!" GC 471-3. COL 154-5.

HMSR – NO WORKS?

"GENUINE "FAITH" will be manifested in GOOD WORKS; for GOOD WORKS are the FRUITS of (Faith). As God works in the heart, (NOT SO sneers PAXTON-RDB) as God works in the heart, and man...COOPERATES with God, he WORKS out in the life what God WORKS IN by the HOLY SPIRIT, and there is HARMONY between the PURPOSE of the heart and the PRACTICE of the LIFE. Every SIN must be renounced ...and the believer must have a PROGRESSIVE EXPERIENCE (STEPS-TO-CHRIST) by CONTINUALLY DOING the WORKS of Christ. It is by continual SURRENDER of the WILL, by continual OBEDIENCE that the blessing of "JUSTIFICATION" is RETAINED." SM 1:397. DA 314. EGW reply: SM 2:381. T5:640-41.

CHARITY.

"Now the END of the COMMANDMENT is CHARITY out of a PURE HEART, and of a good conscience, and of FAITH UNFEIGNED: From which some having swerved have turned aside unto VAIN JANGLING." 1 Tim. 1:5-6. Matt. 5:8.

"THE GRACE OF CHRIST

and the LAW of God are INSEPARABLE." SM 1:349. "From the HOLY SPIRIT proceeds DIVINE KNOWLEDGE." FCE 437.
"VIRTUE going forth from Christ leads to REPENTANCE."
SC 26. "In the Golden Censer of TRUTH, as presented in the Scriptures, there is that VIRTUE which will
CONVICT and CONVERT souls" RH 5:296.

"THE FATAL CHOICE!"

"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS (DEMONIZED!)...(PREDICTION!)
MANY shall stand IN OUR PULPITS..." TM 409. WHAT ARE
THE RESULTS UPON THE SENSES OF THE HEARERS? SOME let
go their HOLD of the (ANCHOR) The Most Holy Place is
the (ANCHOR) EW 254-6. "WE-HAVE-AN-ANCHOR!" But the
CARELESS and INDIFFERENT let go the ANCHOR - are BLIND
followers of the BLIND - so BLIND they do not know the
"GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the MOST HOLY PLACE! BLIND
to the NEED of "EFFORT" to rise above the LOWLANDS by
FAITH develop VIRTUE "Faith blended with virtue
DEVELOPS KNOWLEDGE." These are STEPS-TO-CHRIST. See
T5:345, 500.

RESIST!

"SUBMIT yourselves...to God - (standing FIRMLY against
the devil); RESIST the Devil and he will FLEE from
YOU." James 4:7. MYP 57-61. THOUSANDS across the
country FAILED to HEED - FAILED to (RESIST) because they were charmed-mesmerized by the HEPPENSTALL-VENDEN-
WRIGHT-BRINSMEDE united throb of their PLEASING
VOO-DOO DRUMS beating: "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION"
- which carries with it a (demonic) "SPIRIT" of SELF-
EXALTATION and a DISREGARD for the LAW of God.
Through "FAITH ALONE!" they attain to PERFECT HOLI-
NESS! "No further EFFORT...is supposed to be re-
quired." GC 471-3. No doubt such a potent DRINK
will make the eyes GLASSY with EAGER and IMPULSIVE
"HOPE" - they do not see it now - but if this glass
can be knocked OUT of their DRUNKEN HANDS - it may
save them from: "SUDDENLY, as the LIGHTNING flashes
from the Heavens, will come the END of their bright
"VISIONS" and delusive "HOPES!" GC 338-9. DA 379,
383, 577, 628-9, 299, 635, 645. T5:478. EW 139. RH
6:154.
from going around the World - in harmony with the
Divines of BABYLON - CURSING "LAW!" - "WORKS!" - "AWAKE,
and realize that your PRESSES have PUBLISHED the
Devil's LIES!" SM 2:351. (October 16, 1901. What
would she say TODAY?)

We realize - our telling them the truth - will NOT
result in them doing cartwheels and JUMPING for JOY!
The SOOTHSAYERS and PSYCHOLOGISTS will WIN for a time,
but we also know: "SATAN...through the channel of
PHRENOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, and MESMERISM...comes more
directly to the people of this GENERATION, and works
with that "POWER," which is to characterize his
efforts NEAR-THE-CLOSE-OF-PROBATION...the MINDS of
THOUSANDS have been POISONED and led into INFIDELITY
...VIRTUE is DESTROYED!" SM 2:251-2.

"SATAN...

...has ever been ambitious to COUNTERFEIT the work of
Christ and establish HIS OWN POWER and CLAIMS."
T1:293. GC 471. "BOOKS of a NEW ORDER - (for the NEW
AGE) would be written. A system of intellectual
PHILOSOPHY would be introduced." SM 1:204. SB 2:54-5;

DID NOT MAXWELL'S OCCULT BOOK

approved by both PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS - did
that not offer "UNLIMITED LOVE!" - heal ALL the sick -
even the WORST patients in INSANE ASYLUMS! Raise ALL
the dead - give everybody "JOBS!" And for a "RADICAL
CHANGE in their MINDS...like being born anew...the
operation can be INSTANTANEOUS...like WIND blowing
through a room...SUDDENLY become a NEW PERSON...NEW
THOUGHTS (MESMERIZED?)...ALL READY (?) for a PLACE in
His KINGDOM!" "MAN" - p.94. EW 123-5. T5:79-83. TM
409-1-.

SPIRITUALISM

Remember the "DEVIL'S TRAIN" EW 88 and 263? How to
get on board? Follow BEDTIME STORY MAXWELL. THE WORST PATIENTS IN MENTAL HOMES - "SAVED!" "NO MATTER HOW WICKED YOU ARE...live as you please - HEAVEN is your HOME...Thus the world is taken in the SNARE!" EW 265-6.

CHARACTER-CHANGE WHEN?

WHEN CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES? Now taught by HEPPENSTALL -BRINSMOEAD-WRIGHT-BILLY GRAHAM-JEWS OF TEL AVIV-MORMONS-JW's-HWA-HAL LINDSEY-R.A.A.-HMSR-MAXWELL- all PUSHING for a SEAT on that DEVIL'S "UNIVERSALISM" TRAIN! "The SPIRITS of DEVILS will yet appear to them ...will work MIRACLES...we shall have to contend with it FACE-TO-FACE...I asked the Angel if there were NONE LEFT. He bade me look...and I saw a LITTLE COMPANY travelling a NARROW PATH. All seemed to be firmly united, BOUND together by the TRUTH..."THE THIRD ANGEL is BINDING, or SEALING them in bundles, for the Heavenly Garner." EW 87-89, 262-266.

THE SDA HIERARCHY

have steadily given up the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" and follow after: "...these men, taking their counsel as "THE VOICE OF GOD." But...SATAN will work through THEM...He who TRUSTS in man not only leans upon a BROKEN REED...BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND...When these do AWAKE from their PARALYSIS...you have chosen DARKNESS rather than LIGHT...BAAL, BAAL, is the choice. The religion of many among us WILL BE the religion of APOSTATE ISRAEL...."

SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS

"The garnished HOUSE represents the SELF-RIGHTEOUS SOUL. SATAN is DRIVEN OUT by CHRIST. But he RETURNED, in the hope of finding ENTRANCE. He finds the house EMPTY, swept and garnished. ONLY SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS is abiding there. "Then goeth he, and taketh to him SEVEN OTHER spirits MORE WICKED than himself; and they ENTER IN and DWELL THERE: and the LAST state of that man is WORSE than the FIRST."...Those who garnish the soul with SELF-PRAISE and FLATTERY prepare
the way for the **SEVEN OTHER SPIRITS MORE WICKED** than the **FIRST!...these souls DECEIVE THEMSELVES! The PRAYERS...offered in SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS God is NOT HONORED by THEM!** The Lord declares, "I will declare thy **RIGHTEOUSNESS** and thy **WORKS**; for they shall **NOT-PROFIT-THEE.**" (Jer. 2:7-8, 11). In spite of all their **DISPLAY**, their garnished **HABITATION**, **SATAN** comes in with a **TROOP** of **EVIL ANGELS** and takes **HIS PLACE** in the **SOUL**, to **HELP** in the **DECEPTION**. The Apostle writes, "If after they have **ESCAPED** the **POLLUTIONS** of the **World** through a **KNOWLEDGE** of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ they are **AGAIN ENTANGLED** therein, and **OVERCOME**, the **LATTER END** is **WORSE** with them than the **BEGINNING.** For it had been **BETTER** for them not to have known the **Way of RIGHTEOUSNESS**, than, **AFTER** they have known it, to **TURN FROM** the Holy Commandment delivered unto them" BC 5:1093. (MS 78, 1899.)

**ANN DEMichael**

has here brought out a **GREAT PRINCIPLE.** Which, in many cases - makes our hearts feel sore. The joy of seeing one **RESCUED** from the **GLARING ERROR** - goes with rejoicing with it to **OTHERS** - and is so concerned that others **MUST ACCEPT THE LIGHT** - and he is so **SURE** of his "**INFLUENCE!**" that he "**KNOWS**" he will break through their **CASE-HARDENED SHELL** - hurling himself against this **IMPREGNABLE WALL** - finds himself **BLACK** and **BLUE** and **BLEEDING** - gives up the **BATTLE** - goes **BACK** and takes the **BACK SEAT** as "**EVANGELICA**" **SO PLAINLY SAID!** Give yourself over to be **CONTROLLED BY OTHERS** - thus **SEARING THE CONSCIENCE** - forever. **LESS HOPE** for him now - if the **LIGHT** had not come to him - he might still have **HOPE** - but now he has **NONE.**

**THIS ANSWERS THE QUESTION** that all must face - will you stand on your own two feet - or **MUST** you have a **BIG FOLLOWING** before you feel **SECURE**? **No BIG FOLLOWING** - the **SHALLOW-ROOTED** wilt in the **HEAT of BATTLE** - and become **FACELESS ENTITIES** - **ZOMBIES** - only **CONTROLLED BY OTHERS.** Their **MIND-WILL-PERSONALITY-INDIVIDUALITY** - sold for a mess of pottage. We will encounter this more and more as the days go by. The **SELLOUT** of the Third Angel's Message - beginning, as in the days of **BALAAM:**
"MIDIANISH WOMEN...to seduce them into...HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS...At BALAAM'S SUGGESTION...He was regarded by them as a PROPHET-OF-GOD...Great numbers of the people JOINED HIM...BEGUiled with MUSIC and DANCING, and ALLURED by the BEAUTy of HEATHEN VESTALS, they cast off their feality to JEHovah...PASSion had full sway...by the wiles of HEATHEN WOMEN...The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST to TRANSGRESS...A terrible PESTILENCE broke out... (HERPES-AIDS) PHINEHAS...SLEw THEM...was the COMMAND of God to MOSES...One thousand men were chosen from each of the tribes, (now there is to be 12,000 from each tribe) and sent out under the leadership of PHINEHAS...And they SLEw the KINGS of MIDIAN; BALAAM ALSO...THE WOMEN ALSO as the MOST GUILTY and MOST DANGEROUS of the foes of Israel..."Now all these things happened unto them for ENSAMPLES: and they were written for our ADMONITIoN upon whom the Ends of the World are come. Wherefore let him that THINKETH HE STANDETH - TAKE HEED LEST HE FALL!" PP 454-457.
Orthopedics - to relieve stress on backs - if standing at a desk - try using a box or something to put one foot up on. Sleeping Position? Try lying on the side, hips and knees drawn up "as in the fetal position." They also advise lying flat on the back with pillows under the knees. A waterbed is found to not make much difference. Swimming is good for exercise.

Dr. Marsh Morrison, D.C. - "Miracle Body Tuneup"- 0-13-216358-6, Parker Pub. Co., West Nyack, NY 10994. $5.00 U.S. recommended by Ann DeMichael - Should be an excellent book for giving yourself "Chiropractic Adjustments" at home. Well thought out. Did not work for me. Had to stop them in a hurry. But should be Lifesavers for most cases. Get it by all means. Overlook some references to some theories. This is good.

"Rapid Healing Foods" by Ben Davis - recommended by Bro. Ray - (also from Parker) - 0-13-753137-0 (no price shown) should be well worthwhile!
I was amazed - when perhaps the largest NATURAL "THE EVERS HEALTH CENTER" - (it cost him over $1 1/2 million $'s to BEAT the AMA-FDA - but he BEAT THEM!) his "DIET" for treatment of chronic degenerative diseases - "COTTAGE CHEESE!" - "COTTAGE CHEESE!" - and more "COTTAGE CHEESE!" The MILITARY found it "THE" food for NERVOUS CONDITIONS.

A FUND to put the ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Series of four books. (Book 4 being the "GREAT CONTROVERSY.") Into PUBLIC LIBRARIES and especially STATE TRAVELLING or MAILING LIBRARIES. Here is a place for TITHE. It is the Third Angel's Message.

CLOSING WORDS BY ANN DeMICHAEL

"The Father Himself JOYS over the RESCUED ONE - with SINGING!"

WHAT TRUTH OPENS THE GATES OF PARADISE?

"We are to STRIVE to ENTER in at the STRAIGHT GATE (with)...the (possession) of a Christlike CHARACTER, that will OPEN to us the GATES of Paradise!" Southern Watchman. April 16, 1903.

Is INTEGRITY of CONDUCT of no prime CONSEQUENCE? No want nor need of "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" - as HEPPESTALL - VENDEN-LITTERELL-HUDSON-BRINSMAN-WRIGHT-GROTHEER - and most all the churches of Babylon teach?

Or is it INDISPENSABLE?

For "CHARITY" from an IMPURE heart is a MIASMA and a MOCKERY! There are EQUALITIES - not in GIFTS for these DIFFER; but in OPPORTUNITY and in RESPONSIBILITY (proportionate to the GIFT). Furthermore, there is EQUALITY in the LOVE of God; for the man with 10 talents and man with 2 - entered equally into the JOY of their Lord.
But if we fail to sow the seed - the Third Angel's Message, the call to the Most Holy Place - if we fail in SOWING-THAT-SEED - should we expect a harvest? EW 254-6. The "STRAIGHT" - Midnight Cry "TESTIMONY" - to the Laodiceans: "Behold the Bridegroom cometh, GO ye OUT to meet Him!" "THIS will have its effect upon the heart of the RECEIVER, and will lead him to EXALT the STANDARD (the commandments of God and the Faith of Jesus) and pour forth the STRAIGHT TRUTH!" EW 270.

"AND TO LEAVE THEIR FORMER ASSOCIATES!" EW 69.

"BEING SEPARATE from those who are daily imbibing NEW ERRORS. EW 124. "The Angel is to place a "MARK" upon the forehead of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will FOLLOW, to slay utterly both OLD and YOUNG!" "If you CHOOSE the society of those who are the ENEMIES of Christ, do you expect God to work a MIRACLE to keep you from YIELDING to Satan's POWER?" 75:505, 511.

--

THE DRAGON CULT

The HARMONY in Heaven was broken when a CREATED BEING was so filled with PRIDE and SELF-IMPORTANCE - that he sought to be "EQUAL" with the Son of God.

At the same time he turned against the COMMANDMENTS of GOD, claiming they were "ARBITRARY" - (against the best interests of the Universe) - our "CONSCIENCES" would ever guide us right.

--

A HINDU WOMAN

would throw her baby into the Ganger River - more "CIVIL" people go to a Seventh-day Adventist Doctor "ALLRED" - (member in good standing with Wilson) - running perhaps the biggest "ABORTION" Clinic in America if not in the world. "PROFILES IN ABORTION" - courtesy of RON BUHLER - from "CATHOLICS UNITED FOR LIFE" P.O. Box 390, Coursegold, CA 93614. (10 for $2.50. 100 for $15.00. Send any extra to us.)
THE CONSCIENCE

A Canadian Jew holds the limelight with his ABORTION CLINICS and taking oathe that he is "HELPING" women. Thus the DEMONstration that the CONSCIENCE is a creature of EDUCATION. The conscience is subject to LAW - and the need of the Holy Spirit to direct the UNSTABLE "CONSCIENCE." CONSCIENCE must be based on LAW. A car is not free to stop and go at the whims of the driver - it must be subject to the rights of others - this is the LAW.

SATAN

What we commonly refer to as "SATAN" - could be one of his MILLIONS of Fallen Angels that can appear as a SERPENT - a MAN - as a WOMAN - or a WOLF - in SHEEP'S CLOTHING. With the CONSCIENCE of a LOUSE. Metaphorically also as a BEAR - LION - LEOPARD - SCORPION -

NOT ONE BEING

"I ask our people to study the 28th chapter of Ezekiel ...LUCIFER... NOT - ONE - BEING, but a GENERAL MOVEMENT, is here described, and one that we shall WITNESS, and a FAITHFUL STUDY of this chapter should lead those who are seeking for the truth to walk in all the light that God has given to His people, LEST - THEY - BE - DECEIVED - BY - THE - DECEPTIONS - OF - THESE - LAST - DAYS." BRISBIN p.29. Series B:386. BC 4:1162. (Correlate this with "Synagogue of Satan!" Tm 16 - with the "UNSANCIFIED MINISTERS... in OUR PULPITS with the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409.) "THEY are FOLLOWING in the track of ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:181. DA 618.

LET US TRACK THIS DRAGON CULT DOWN!

"When BRETHREN manifest the SPIRIT of the DRAGON, to make WAR upon those who believe that God has communi cated LIGHT and COMFORT to them through the "TESTI-
MONIES." IT-IS-TIME for the Brethren and Sisters to assert their LIBERTY and perfect FREEDOM of CON-
SCIENCE." T4:246. T1:341. T5:462. "MANY indeed will not understand, but will STUMBLE at the words contained in the Roll." B7:60.

THE TRAIL OF THE SERPENT

No more powerful testimony has ever been given than T5:211-3. IN-THE-SEALING-TIME - the FATE of those who do not "COME OUT and be SEPARATE!....I am so sorry that sensible men do not discern the TRAIL-OF-THE-SERPENT. I call it thus; for thus the Lord pronounces it. Wherein are those who are designated as DEPARTING from the "FAITH" and giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES-OF-DEVILS....I leave that for the ones to answer who SUSTAIN those who develop such acuteness in their plans for SPOILING and HINDERING the work of God...I am instructed to say, the SENTIMENTS of those who are SEARCHING for ADVANCED "SCIENTIFIC IDEAS" - are NOT to be TRUSTED...CHRIST CALLS, COME OUT from among them, and be SEPARATE...."CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT!" (READ ON! This is the book they tried to BURN in that INCINERATOR FIRE.) Series B7:60 to 64. (206.)

THE CHURCH

"Here we see that THE CHURCH...The ANCIENT MEN...These DUMB DOGS...all perish together...THE-SEAL-OF-GOD will be placed upon the foreheads of THOSE ONLY who sign and cry for the ABOMINATIONS done..."And at THAT TIME shall MICHAEL stand up...and at THAT TIME Thy people shall be delivered, EVERYONE that shall be found WRITTEN in the BOOK...THIS SMALL REMNANT, unable to DEFEND themselves in the DEADLY CONFLICT with the Powers of Earth that are MARSHALLED by the DRAGON HOST, make God their defense...MAY-GOD-HELP-HIS-PEOPLE -NOW!" T5:211-3.

WE SEE

We have a lot more studying to do - I have found this
is all so NEW - so STRANGE - one remarkable successful way - I found by accident - START RE-READING IMMEDIATELY - RIGHT-FROM-THE-BEGINNING! All over again. ESPECIALLY A FLYER! Try it!

LET THE TARES GROW UP

but ONLY till the "HARVEST!" THEN is THRESHING TIME - SEPARATION TIME! When the TARES are BUNDLED - they are BUNDLING themselves NOW! For the "BURNING!" NO SALVATION in REMAINING with the LAST CHURCH - which is the "FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH" - that comes there - TOO LATE! Let us be one step ahead of THEM! "JOIN!" - "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. "AND-THE-DOOR-WAS-SHUT!" COL 406. [Then see the FOOLISH VIRGINS... "TOO LATE!" COL 406, 411-5.]

TO MANY OF YOU - this is a "ONE-TIME" MAILING. We cannot afford to waste another $ on those WHO ARE OVER-FED. We will waste that $ on a new name. Just a letter or a card will put your name on for two or three mailings. YOU WOULD BE SURPRISED - how many MINISTERS in how high-up POSITIONS want to be on the list. Why not you? We realize, of course - MOST of them want to be informed so they can reply if a member writes to them. So they can HORNISWOGGLE them BACK into the "OLD TRADITION." We should tell some of them like JOHN-THE-BAPTIST: "Ye generation of VIPERS! Who has warned YOU of the WRATH-TO-COME?"

However we do not judge them - we let them JUDGE THEMSELVES!

JUDGE THIS: 1888 GC 387 - The STRONGEST reference you would ever want to see - against "EASTER!" "THE OLD TRICK OF SATAN!"
1888 - 1900: "THE RELIEF OF THE SCHOOLS" - p.17. - "AT THE VERY TIME when PRAISE and ADULATION is heard, SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMES!" (TRY WHITE ESTATE - USED BOOK STORES OR HERITAGE ROOMS.) Could this be some BIG MEETING with other churches on EASTER SUNRISE SERVICES? WATCH! So that YOU will NOT be there!

You HAVE to keep X-MASS and EASTER because THEY DO?

The HARLOT of T8:250 has NO RESISTANCE, no MORALS?

ORIGINAL 1870 SOP 1:29, 30. SATAN REPENTED! Wanted to come BACK! Read it... PP SUBSTITUTE FAKE 1890 BOOK - PRIDE FORBADE HIM... TO CONFESS!" FAKE PP 39.

ANTI-CHRIST "YAHVISM" Religion classed with the very WORST TYPE of "SPIRITUALISM-SORCERY" - THROWN OUT! of PK 210-11. See your LIBRARY for "EMMANUEL MOVEMENT." See R&H 6:397; January 15, 1914. YAH!

YOUR PREACHERS KNOW of these "CONTRADICTIONS" and BLAME HER! And JOIN the cry: "CRUCIFY HER!" Because they would not LISTEN when we EXPOSED this for 55 years! Now RAE has landed them in the DITCH! FORD and RDB also. How can WILSON MEET IT? He STARTED it with FROOM in their JOINT BOOK - "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION" - p.107, 109-113, 127, 131, 145, 322, 398, 436, 541, 454, 446, 299, 486. SO DROP HER! And go by HOLY ROLLER POWER-POX PENTECOSTALS - !!! A GALAXY of over 50 of THEM! NAMED! p.320-322, 118, 120. NOT A SINGLE WRITER WILL REPEAT THIS! Keep on the list - we go into it in every publication. 1,000 CHANGES in GC alone! "I have NOT been instructed to CHANGE that which I have sent out!" RH 5:110. January 26, 1905. "NOT-A-WORD is CHANGED or DENIED!" B7:57. [202-3.] We should RE PRINT!
1884
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He is not "IN" there! And they are TOLD THIS IN "TRUMPET TONES" (SAME T1:180 "FOOTNOTES!") But they are kind of HARD of HEARING! Have "FISHERMEN" come or or "WISE MEN FROM THE EAST?" to TELL-THEM-THIS - ??? "SHOOT" THEM ON SIGHT - !!! That is why they took their HEADS OFF - EW 269 "SHAKING" Chapter. Where it gives their "NAME!" In the MIDDLE of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" she quit calling them "ADVOCIST PEOPLE" but SWITCHED over to "SAINTS!" - "REMNANT!" - "REFORMERS!" - "PHILADELPHIANS!" - "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" who "BLOW THE TRUMPET OF ZION!" and the FIRST THING they do is: "...RISE UP AGAINST IT!" in FURY and RAGE as shown in T1:181. So to PROTECT THE SAINTS from these VICIOUS BACK-BITING UNREPENTENT "LAODICEANS!" their ANGEL-GUARD is "DOUBLED!" (SAME PAGE 181.)

NOW THE SLAP-HAPPY RECKLESS "LAODICEANS!"

AS THE TABLES ARE TURNED! Part of the SAME "SHAKING-SEALING" PROCESS - the "4 ANGELS" let LOOSE the "4 WINDS!" and we all know "JUDGEMENT!" must "BEGIN!" at the "HOUSE OF GOD!" and if EW 36 is not clear enough - T5:211 is! So also is EW 69. OUR GREATEST ENEMIES ARE "SUNDAY-KEEPING ADVOCISTS!" 1884 GC 426. YOUR GC 608. WHO DID YOU SAY WERE OUR "GREATEST ENEMIES - ??" THE "CATHOLICS?" OR THE "JEWS?" They go "TO-THE-CATHOLIC!" to "PASS THE DEATH-DECRE!" or did you FORGET that was "WRITTEN!" in the "VERBOTEN BOOK!" HAGAN AND SPAULDING COLLECTION p.1,2. "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" BOOKS, POB 440, PAYSON, ARIZ. 85541. ($27.50.) THEIR PASSING THE "DEATH-DECRE!" DOES NOT HELP THEM VERY MUCH AS SHOWN IN "HAGAN & SPAULDING COLLECTION" p.1,2 and also shown in EW 36-7. THEY LOSE! GOOD!

FAR FROM THAT STUPID "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT - "...THERE WILL BE NO PERIOD OF RESpite UNTIL THE END!" TM 182. Of course some like to DREAM ON - there is a LOT OF "DREAMING!" NOW-A-DAYS! But it will hardly keep them when they face REALITY!

AND REALITY IS IN "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER:
"God leads His people on, Step by Step..."THEY" have a "WORK!" to do - to "OVERCOME!" (OR)...BE SPEWED "OUT!" of the Mouth of the Lord. SAID THE ANGEL..."INDIVIDUALS!" are TESTED and PROVED a LENGTH-OF-TIME to see if they will SACRIFICE their IDOLS and heed the Counsel of the TRUE WITNESS. If any will not be "PURIFIED!" through OBEDIENT the TRUTH, and "OVERCOME!" their SELFISHNESS, their PRIDE, and EVIL PASSIONS, the ANGELS-OF-GOD have the CHARGE: "THEY!" are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them alone!" And they PASS ON to their WORK, "LEAVING" these with their SINFUL TRAITS "SUB-DUED!" to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS! Those who come up to every POINT, and stand every TEST, and "OVERCOME!" be the price what it may, have HEED THE COUNSEL of the TRUE WITNESS, and "THEY!" will receive the "LATTER RAIN!" and thus be FITTED-FOR-TRANSLATION!" T1:187. ("THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" - chapter.)

(WHAT ELSE NEED BE SAID - ???)